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(i) INTRODUCTION TO THE EDITION TO PORTUGAL AND
PRINCIPAL CHANGES

The new edition of the EGA Handicap System 2016-2019 for Portugal, follows a line of
continuity in relation to what has been implemented for the last decades, in what concerns the
objectives of system integrity and handicaps' reliability.
Simultaneously, taking in account the new challenges derived from the evolution of golf itself
and its players, during the last years, the Handicap & Course Rating Committee of the FPG
has aimed to integrate, for the implementation in Portugal, the simplification and flexibility
guiding principles, along with the objective of making the handicap regulations more
inclusive, having in consideration different player's profiles. That is, a wide-ranging system,
capable of including, within the system, a larger number of players and rounds for
handicapping.

The following summarized changes are implemented, in Portugal, with the EGA Handicap
System 2016-2019:

Parts 1 – 3 & Appendix P

– EGA Handicap designation: term “exact” removed simplifying the designation to “EGA
Handicap”, i.e. the EGA index that indicates the relative golfing ability of a player
(Definitions).

– EGA Handicap range:

• Maximum EGA Handicap: maximum EGA Handicap changed to 54 (Clause 3.11.2).

• Handicap Categories: added handicap category 6, replacing club handicap
(Clause 3.12.6) with simplified handicapping procedures.

• EGA playing handicap formula: added playing handicap formula for handicap
category 6, for 18 and 9 hole rounds (Section 3.9).

– First handicap allocation: reduced number of scores for handicap allocation and revised
procedures, in order to accommodate the handicap category 6 and contribute to attract
and retain players in golf (Section 3.11 and Appendix P 2.5).

– More rounds for handicapping:

• EDS: increased number of EDS per month, up to 4, on handicap categories 2 – 5
(Appendix P 2.4);

• 9 Hole Rounds: extended the handicap categories (2 – 6) that can return 9-hole
qualifying rounds (Appendix P 2.2).

– Handicap eligibility restrictions (Appendix P 2.6.3):

• Handicap status: updated designations (“Lapsed” is replaced by “Pending” and
“Lost” by “Inactive”) regarding the frequency of qualifying rounds returned by
players, without losing the reference value.



• Flexibility: open entry in competitions clarified and discretion given to sports agents to
set additional conditions for entry and scoring in competitions based on the
handicap, as per their internal management policies.

– Handicap calculations: 0.1-increase extended to handicap category 5 (Clause 3.12.6)
for simplification and uniformity purposes.

– Handicap Committees:

• Handicap Review and General Play: extended discretion by the handicap committee
(Sections 3.15, 3.16)

• Handicap Authority: increased conditions to maintain handicapping authority status
(Appendix P 3.1)

Manual Structure

The number of Appendices has been reduced and the manual content is complemented with
online information regarding decisions and revised technical procedures such as the
handicap review and CBA.

We envisage that the EGA Handicap System 2016-2019 may provide a positive contribution
for the development of golf in Portugal, namely in what concerns the attraction and retention
of new players, while safeguarding the structural features that protect the consistency and
credibility of the system.
We thank all internal and external partners and sports agents for their contributions, interest
and motivation in collaborating for the integrity of a fair and equitable handicap system, in
Portugal.

Handicap & Course Rating Committee
Portuguese Golf Federation

2016

Júlio Mendes, President
Ana Conceição Gabin

Denise Grayson
Eric Grayson

Hernani Estevão
Luís Moura Guedes

Peter Fisher
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(ii) FOREWORD

This is the fourth edition of the EGA Handicap System, since its inception in 2000. The EGA
Handicapping and Course Rating Committee is delighted to present a revised System, which
clearly recognizes the handicapping traditions of Europe, but also looks to the future by
addressing the handicapping demands of a golfing population that is becoming increasingly
diverse. The revised system seeks uniformity where this is considered essential for the integrity
of European handicapping, but at the same time acknowledges that the varied golfing
cultures within the EGA must be allowed to operate as independently as possible. For this
reason, this edition of the EGA Handicap System gives the national associations considerable
scope for “configuration” of the main features, ensuring that the system provides them with the
means to grow the game of golf, add to the enjoyment of playing, and to cater to the needs of
different player profiles.

Handicap Committee members and others who refer to this manual will notice that there are
few changes in form from the previous version – the structure of the book and the presentation
of the clauses has served our purpose well in the past and will continue to do so. The core
elements of the system also remain substantially unchanged; USGA Course Rating and Slope
Rating; an incremental handicap algorithm; a modified version of CBA; buffer zones;
handicap categories; procedures for reviewing players' handicaps for the purpose of
ensuring accuracy (also improved). However, there are significantly extended discretionary
powers given to national associations which will allow them to determine how, and to what
extent, these core elements are allowed to interact with each other and with other aspects of
the system. This represents a significant change in basic principle, but one that we believe is
necessary in a modern handicap system.

The extensive work leading up to the 2016-2019 edition of the EGA Handicap System is very
much a collaborative effort, reflecting a continued, and very successful, process of evolution
and innovation through consultation between the EGA and you, the 37 national associations
that have implemented and utilised the system. It is with fond memories and gratitude that we
look back at the Committee's interactions with players, officials and handicappers – at the
many letters, e-mail correspondence and intense discussions we have had over the past years.
We sincerely hope that this edition of the EGA Handicap System will serve you and the golfers
in your country in the best possible way.

On behalf of the EGA Handicapping and Course Rating Committee,

Hans Malmström
Chairman
2015
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(iii) HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

Gender
Throughout the manual, reference to the masculine gender includes the feminine unless stated
otherwise.

Table of Contents
The Table of Contents lists the principal elements of the EGA Handicap System 2016-2019
and provides an outline for how the manual is structured. Most of the time, it should be
possible to identify the relevant section simply by reference to the Table of Contents.

Know the Definitions
Whenever a word or expression is used that is defined in Part 1, the word or expression is
printed in italics. A good knowledge of the defined terms is necessary for the correct
application and interpretation of the EGA Handicap System.

Understand the Words
The EGA Handicap System 2016-2019 is written in a deliberate fashion. Please note the
following differences in word use:

“may” = option

“should” = strong recommendation

“must” = instruction/obligation

Supplementary Information
In order to provide enhanced explanation and understanding and to facilitate correct
application of the EGA Handicap System, certain sections in the manual have been
supplemented with explanatory text (Explanatory Notes - EN) and advisory text (Guidance
Notes - GN). Such supplementary information is separated from the rest of the text to mark its
special status.

The EGA Handicap System 2016-2019 is further complemented with online information
available from the Portuguese Golf Federation , under the reference Handicaps;www.fpg.pt
namely:

– CBA Appendix
– Handicap Review Appendix
– Appendix P, with the summary of the decisions taken by the FPG for Portugal
– Decisions on the EGA Handicap System
– Handicap Committee bylaws template

Delegations and Optional Clauses
Certain aspects of the EGA Handicap System are optional or can be implemented at the
discretion of the national association. This is further detailed in Appendix P.

(III) HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
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(iv) EGA HANDICAP POLICY

The EGA is the governing authority of the EGA Handicap System. The EGA Executive
Committee has delegated the task to develop, maintain and monitor the correct application of
the EGA Handicap System to the EGA Handicapping & Course Rating Committee.

Purpose
The purpose of the EGA Handicap System is to:
– enable as many golf players as possible, men and women, to obtain a handicap;
– achieve equity and uniformity of handicapping throughout Europe;
– incorporate flexibility in order to accommodate diverse golfing cultures;
– produce fair handicaps that reflect the scoring potential of the players and enable players

of differing abilities to take part in various forms of competitions on a fair and equitable
basis;

– provide flexibility in returning scores from multiple forms of play (as recognized by the
EGA Handicap System), i.e. 9 or 18 holes, qualifying competitions and qualifying
rounds, under conditions that truly reflect the player's scoring ability;

– provide portability of handicaps from course to course, as well as from one set of tees to
another on the same course;

– provide playing handicaps that are adjusted in relation to the relative playing difficulty
(Course and Slope Rating) of the course being played;

– enable players to monitor their own golfing development over time; and
– aim for a balance between precision and flexibility of implementation, for players and

administrators.

Application
In order to maintain supervision of golf handicaps, the system may only be used for members
of a club affiliated to an EGA Handicap System-licensed national association, or individual
players registered to a national association (see Appendix P 1.2.1). The system is subject to
quadrennial review, and only the current version may be implemented.

Rights and Obligations
The European Golf Association (EGA) has overall jurisdiction over the administration of the
EGA Handicap System in Europe. The EGA has delegated the jurisdiction for the
administration of the EGA Handicap System within a country to the national association. A
national association must obtain a renewable license agreement from the EGA in order to use
the EGA Handicap System and must ensure the integrity of the EGA Handicaps issued under
its jurisdiction. The EGA may withdraw the licence if, in its opinion, a national association
fails to comply with the obligations and regulations of the system.

Policies of national associations and affiliated clubs issuing EGA Handicaps must be
consistent with the fundamental principles and regulations of the EGA Handicap System and
the Rules of Golf as approved by R&A Rules Limited.
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In order to achieve uniformity in the application of the EGA Handicap System, a national
association may not amend the regulations of the system other than as provided by the
specific options in some clauses in Part 3, and as detailed on Appendix P. Handicaps issued
by a national association, or an affiliated club, not in full accordance with the EGA Handicap
System, may not be called “EGA Handicaps” and may not be identified as such on handicap
cards or elsewhere. The EGA Handicapping & Course Rating Committee has the right to
obtain any information related to handicapping from a national association at any time.

Translation, Trademark and Legal
Only national associations holding a license from the EGA are permitted to translate the EGA
Handicap System from English into their own language. The translation must, in all respects,
communicate and acknowledge the underlying principles and purposes of the EGA
Handicap System. The system in its translated form must be called “EGA Handicap System”
and the handicaps must be called “EGA Handicaps”.

In other respects, the translation does not need to be literal and the national association may
use the terminology that is commonly used in its own country. In the interest of manifest
uniformity, the numbering of parts, sections and clauses must be maintained. However, a
national association may provide detail under particular sections exercising its right to
choose options in the system in the form of a specific regulation in the existing note(s) or in
additional notes at their discretion. National associations must send a copy of its translation to
the EGA for reference purposes, and must provide the EGA with documentation detailing the
discretions exercised under the system. National associations must also obtain written
authorization from the United States Golf Association (USGA) in order to use the USGA
Course Rating System.

The term “EGA Handicap System” is a registered trademark owned by the EGA in several
countries, as listed on the EGA website www.ega-golf.ch, under reference EGA Handicap
System Licence Holders. Organisations that are not authorised national associations or area
authorities, clubs that are not affiliated clubs and individual golf players who are not members
of an affiliated club or, for handicapping purposes, not registered by a national association,
may not use this trademark or any part of the EGA Handicap System, except that they may
provide products or services to authorised national associations, area authorities or affiliated
clubs for the limited purpose of applying the EGA Handicap System.

(IV) EGA HANDICAP POLICY
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(v) SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This section sets out the basic principles of the EGA Handicap System and provides the overall
context of implementation.

Purpose

The main purpose of a handicapping system is to enable golf players of differing abilities,
men and women alike, to compete on a fair and equitable basis, whilst enabling players to
monitor their own golfing development over time. All handicapping systems establish and
maintain a measure of playing ability, expressed as the number of strokes that the player is
entitled to use to adjust his gross score.

Scores

All handicaps relate to, and are derived from, a player's current and historical scores. The
player's round-by-round scores returned over time are used to adjust that handicap. A
handicap based on many recent scores is typically more reliable as a reflection of a player's
playing ability than a handicap based on fewer or dated scores.

Even for a correctly handicapped player, scores will be spread over a range distributed about
the mean. Generally, the lower the handicap, the smaller will be the difference between best
and worst scores and the tighter the distribution about the mean score. Typically, as
handicaps increase, the mean gross score increases, as does the spread of the scores around
the mean.

Handicap

The category structure of the EGA Handicap System reflects different scoring profiles. The
frequency with which players play to their handicap or better is not the same across the
handicap range; this is one fundamental way in which the system provides equity for all
players. For example, it is likely that a handicap category 1-player plays to, or better, than his
handicap in about 35% of rounds, whereas a correctly handicapped category 4-player
would achieve handicap, or better, performance in only about 10% of rounds. An improving
player will play better than his handicap more frequently than a correctly handicapped
established player of the same handicap, until such time as his scoring profile becomes the
same as others with a similar handicap. Likewise, an opposite pattern would be observed
with a player whose general performance is declining.

Measurement of Performance

Measurement of performance against a standard is fundamental to establishing an EGA
Handicap. Scores are made on golf courses under varying conditions. Golf courses may be
situated in many different geographical areas and their designs differ substantially. It follows
that one course may be more difficult than another and that scores must be adjusted to reflect
this before being used to measure player performance.

The USGA Course Rating System provides the necessary standard and is the main adjustment
mechanism in place. The system measures the difficulty of a golf course under normal
conditions for scratch and bogey players, providing a USGA Course and Slope Rating
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respectively. A second adjustment mechanism is available to account for exceptional weather
and course conditions that vary significantly from normal; this is the Computed Buffer
Adjustment (CBA).

Course and Slope Rating

In order to calibrate the characteristics of a golf course, the EGA Handicap System has
adopted the USGA Course Rating System. The Course Rating (CR) is a measure of the playing
difficulty for a scratch player whereas the Slope Rating (SR) measures the playing difficulty for
the bogey player relative to the scratch player. The playing handicap is computed by means
of the CR and SR, thus equalising the difference in playing difficulty and making scores from
different courses comparable. This feature makes handicaps portable across all of the
national associations that have adopted the EGA Handicap System and from one set of tees to
another on the same course.

Computed Buffer Adjustment

The USGA Course Rating Manual states: “The USGA Course Rating and Slope Rating must
reflect conditions normal for the season(s) when most rounds are played”. However,
sometimes rounds are played when neither the weather nor the course conditions are normal
and yet, within the EGA Handicap System, these rounds directly affect handicaps. The
Computed Buffer Adjustment (CBA) calculation has been developed to determine those
occasions when the conditions deviate so far from normal that, for handicapping purposes,
an adjustment must be made to compensate.

Handicap Review and General Play

Handicapping is not an exact science, but rather a statistical approximation of playing ability
over a time frame. The system is robust for players with stable handicaps who return scores on
a regular basis. However, as this may be true for only a section of the golfing population in
any given national association, the Handicap System includes two features designed to
safeguard proper handicapping of players: the Handicap Review (typically available in
categories 1 – 5, with some discretions granted to the national association) and General Play
adjustment. The former allows the handicap committee to conduct a review of handicaps, at
least annually, and make decisions regarding the application of any recommended handicap
adjustment. The latter is a feature that may be used at the committee's discretion in the period
between handicap reviews in cases where a handicap review has not been requested or is
not possible for some reason.

Fundamental Principles

The EGA Handicap System is based on the following fundamental principles:
– Every player will endeavour to make the best score he can at each hole during a

qualifying round.
– Every player will return as many qualifying scores per year as possible, to provide

reasonable evidence of his playing ability.
– Every affiliated club or handicapping authority will provide conditions for players to

return qualifying scores, either in qualifying competitions, or as Extra Day Scores, and
maintain the handicaps, strictly in accordance with the system.

(V) SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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The objective of the system is to produce handicaps that are portable not only from club to
club, but also from national association to national association. This can best be achieved if
all parties – national association, affiliated clubs, and players – honour their obligations to the
best of their knowledge and ability.
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PART 1 - DEFINITIONS

Throughout the EGA Handicap System, whenever a word or expression is used that is defined
within the definitions section, the word or expression is printed in italics. The definitions are
arranged in alphabetical order. For definitions in relation to the USGA Course Rating System,
see: www.usga.org.

AFFILIATED CLUB
An is a golf club affiliated to the , or“affiliated club” national association (FPG) area authority
to any other organisation affiliated to or recognised by the ornational association (FPG) area
authority handicapping authorityas a .(see Appendix P 3.1)
Note: No body other than an , an , or aaffiliated club area authority national association
(FPG) EGA Handicap Systemmay administer the .

AREA AUTHORITY
An “ ” is an authority appointed by a ( ) to act on behalfarea authority national association FPG
of that for the purposes of the within a specifiednational association EGA Handicap System
geographic area .(see Appendix P 1.1.3)

BOGEY GOLFER
A “ ” is a player who can play to the from any set of tees. Forbogey golfer Bogey Rating
handicapping purposes, it is defined as a player with an of approximately 20EGA Handicap
(male) or 24 (female).

BOGEY RATING
The “ ” ( ) is the designation that indicates the evaluation of the playingBogey Rating BR USGA
difficulty of a course for under normal course and weather conditions. It isbogey golfers
expressed as strokes taken to one decimal place, and is based on the extent to which yardage
and other obstacles can affect the scoring ability of a .bogey golfer

BUFFER ZONE
The “ ” is the range of Stableford scores within which the player'sbuffer zone EGA Handicap
remains unchanged. A Stableford score is within a player's when it is within thebuffer zone
following ranges for his (without ):handicap category computed buffer adjustment

PART 1 – DEFINITIONS



Handicap Category
Buffer Zone (Stableford points)

18-hole Scores 9-hole Scores

1

2

3

4

5

6

35 – 36

34 – 36

33 – 36

32 – 36

31 – 36

-

not applicable

35 – 36

35 – 36

34 – 36

33 – 36

-

PART 1 – DEFINITIONS
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Note 1: for 9-hole scores are different from for 18-hole scores inBuffer zones buffer zones
order to make them comparable for handicapping purposes.

COMPUTED BUFFER ADJUSTMENT (CBA)
The “ ” ( ) is an additional adjustment factor to account forcomputed buffer adjustment CBA
other than normal playing conditions; is applied to the of a player'sCBA buffer zone
handicap category qualifying competitionfollowing each round of a (see Appendix P 2.3
and online CBA Appendix).
Note 1: The is calculated for handicapping purposes by following the procedure set outCBA
in the online CBA Appendix.
Note 2: A is not calculated for a 9-hole qualifying competition or .CBA EDS

COURSE RATING; USGA COURSE RATING
The “ ” ( ) is the designation that indicates the evaluation of the playingCourse Rating CR
difficulty of a course for under normal course and weather conditions. It isscratch golfers
expressed as strokes taken to one decimal place, and is based on the extent to which yardage
and other obstacles can affect the scoring ability of a .scratch golfer

DISTANCE POINT
A “ ” is the point on a tee from which the length of the hole is measured and itdistance point
must be indicated by a visible and permanent marker. Unless otherwise specified by the
national association FPG distance point( ), the should be placed centrally, but at least four
metres from the back of the tee.

EGA
“ ”European Golf Association

EGA HANDICAP
An “ ” is an index issued under the jurisdiction of theEGA Handicap national association
( ) and attained and adjusted in accordance with the provisions of theFPG EGA Handicap
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PART 1 – DEFINITIONS

System EGA Handicap EGA's. The is the designation of the relative golfing ability of a player,
on a course of standard relative playing difficulty ( of 113). It is expressed as aSlope Rating
number taken to one decimal place, for 1 – 5, and as a whole number inhandicap categories
handicap category 6, to a maximum value of 54.

EGA HANDICAP SYSTEM
The “ ” is the method approved by the to evaluate the scoringEGA Handicap System EGA
potential of golf players and to enable players of differing abilities to take part in various
forms of competitions on a fair and equitable basis.

EGA HANDICAPPING & COURSE RATING COMMITTEE (HCRC)
The “ ” is the body appointed by theEGA Handicapping and Course Rating Committee EGA
Executive Committee to develop, maintain and monitor the correct application of the EGA
Handicap System national associations EGAfor the affiliated to the .

EGA PLAYING HANDICAP ( )= PLAYING HANDICAP

The “ ” is the number of a player receives for aEGA Playing Handicap handicap strokes
specific set of tees at the course being played. The is calculated from theplaying handicap
EGA Handicap EGA Playing Handicap Formula playingusing the or as indicated in the
handicap table.
The is expressed as a whole number (0.5 rounds upwards, “plus” 0.5playing handicap
rounds upwards to scratch, and “plus” 1.5 to “plus” 1).
Note 1: A player with a “plus” gives to the course,playing handicap handicap strokes
commencing at stroke index 18.
Note 2: The is considered to be the handicap referred to in Rule 6-2 of theplaying handicap
Rules of Golf.

EGA PLAYING HANDICAP DIFFERENTIAL (= PLAYING HANDICAP DIFFERENTIAL) (NEW)
The “ ” is used in the forEGA Playing Handicap Differential EGA Playing Handicap Formula
handicap category playing handicap EGA6. For 18 holes, it is calculated as the for an
Handicap of 36.0 at the course being played, minus 36. For 9 holes, it is calculated as the
playing handicap EGA Handicapfor an of 36.0 at the 9 holes being played, minus 18.
Example:
According to the a player with an of 36.0,EGA Playing Handicap Table, EGA Handicap
playing 18 holes from a designated set of tees, has a of 39. Theplaying handicap EGA
Playing Handicap Differential when playing from that set of tees is: 39-36 = 3.

EGA PLAYING HANDICAP FORMULA (= )PLAYING HANDICAP FORMULA

An “ ” converts into .EGA Playing Handicap Formula EGA Handicaps playing handicaps

The for 1 – 5 is:EGA Playing Handicap Formula handicap categories

PLAYING HCP = EGA HCP x        + (CR - PAR)CAT 1–5

SR

113
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Note: “Plus” handicaps must be expressed as negative values.

The for 6 is:EGA Playing Handicap Formula handicap category

A 6 is determined by adding thehandicap category EGA Playing Handicap EGA Playing
Handicap Differential EGA Handicapof the set of tees being played to a player's , taking
gender into account.
Example:
The from a designated set of tees is 3 for men and 5 forEGA Playing Handicap Differential
women.
A men's of 38 converts to an of 41 (= 38 + 3).EGA Handicap EGA Playing Handicap
A women's of 41 converts to an of 46 (= 41 + 5).EGA Handicap EGA Playing Handicap

EGA PLAYING HANDICAP TABLE (= )PLAYING HANDICAP TABLE

An “ ” is a table used for converting an to aEGA Playing Handicap Table EGA Handicap
playing handicap Course Rating Slope Ratingbased on the , , and Par for a specific set of tees.

EXTRA DAY SCORE (EDS)
An “ ” ( ) is a Stableford score returned under , otherextra day score EDS handicap conditions
than in a , in accordance with the specifications set out in Section 3.8.qualifying competition

GENERAL PLAY
“ ” is a procedure to adjust the player's other than resulting fromGeneral play EGA Handicap
a in the period between to take account of a significantqualifying score handicap reviews
change in playing performance.

HANDICAP ALLOWANCE
A “ ” is the number of a player receives in a handicaphandicap allowance handicap strokes
competition. It is the percentage of the determined by the Committee.playing handicap
Note 1: A player with a “plus” gives to the course,playing handicap handicap strokes
commencing at stroke index 18.
Note 2: s vary for different forms of competition, see Appendix C.Handicap allowance
Note 3: The in a of individual play is: 100% of thehandicap allowance qualifying round
playing handicap.
Note 4: The is considered to be the “number of strokes received”handicap allowance
referred to in Rule 6-2 of the Rules of Golf.

PLAYING HCP = EGA HCP + PLAYING HCP DIFFERENTIALCAT 6



Handicap Category EGA Handicap

1

2

3

4

5

6

Plus – 4.4

4.5 – 11.4

11.5 – 18.4

18.5 – 26.4

26.5 – 36.0

37 – 54
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HANDICAP CATEGORY
EGA Handicaps handicap categoriesare grouped within the following “ ”:

HANDICAP COMMITTEE
The “ ” is the body appointed by an to administer thehandicap committee affiliated club EGA
Handicap System handicapping authoritywithin the club (player's ).

HANDICAP CONDITIONS
” ” are the prerequisite conditions under which may beHandicap conditions qualifying scores
returned for handicapping purposes.

Handicap conditions are in place when:
� the round is played over a with a measured length of not less thanmeasured course

2750 metres over 18 holes, or 1375 metres over 9 holes;
� the course being played has been rated by the ( ) ornational association FPG area

authority USGAin accordance with the Course Rating System;
� the length of the course played does not vary from the length of the measured course

by more than 100 metres over 18 holes, or 50 metres over 9 holes;
� the tee-markers used to designate the teeing ground (see the Rules of Golf, Definitions)

are placed on the tees in accordance with Clause 2.7.5;
� the round is played in accordance with the Rules of Golf (including the Conditions of

Competition) as approved by R&A Rules Limited;
� the form of play is either stroke play, Bogey/Par or Stableford, provided that

Bogey/Par and Stableford are played with full (100% of thehandicap allowance
playing handicap); and

� the score is marked by an approved marker.

HANDICAP REVIEW
The “ ” is a procedure, performed at least once a year, which requires thehandicap review
handicap committee to review the performance of any player under its jurisdiction against the
player's current handicap. The then decides whether to confirm or adjusthandicap committee
the handicap, as considered appropriate (see Appendix P 2.9 and online Handicap Review
Appendix).
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HANDICAP STROKE
A “ ” is a stroke that a player is entitled to deduct from his gross score.handicap stroke
Note: A player with a “plus” adds strokes to his gross score.playing handicap

HANDICAP STROKE INDEX
A “ ” on the score card indicates the order of holes at whichhandicap stroke index handicap
strokes handicap stroke indexare to be given or received. A must be published for each
course (Rule 33-4 of the Rules of Golf).
Note: A player with a “plus” gives to the course,playing handicap handicap strokes
commencing at stroke index 18.

HANDICAPPING AUTHORITY
The “ ” for a player is his or his ( ).handicapping authority home club national association FPG
For players who are not members of an , the ( ) oraffiliated club national association FPG area
authority handicapping authority nationalmay assume the responsibility as as directed by the
association FPG( ) .(see Appendix P 1.2)

HOME CLUB
A player's “ ” is an of which the player is a member, and which ishome club affiliated club
responsible for the administration of his handicap .(see Appendix P 1.2)
Note: If the player is a member of more than one he must nominate one as hisaffiliated club
home club.

MEASURED COURSE
A “ ” is any course that has been measured according to the Coursemeasured course USGA
Rating manual.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
A “ ” is any national golf organisation affiliated to the andnational association EGA
authorised to act on behalf of the for the administration of theEGA EGA Handicap System
within its own country ( ,Portuguese Golf Federation – Federação Portuguesa de Golfe / FPG
in Portugal).

NO RETURN (NR)
“ ” ( ) denotes any round that is not completed and/or for which no score card isNo Return NR
returned, and additionally, in stroke play only, when no score is returned on one or more
holes.

PERIOD FOR PREFERRED LIES
The “ ” is the period of time, determined by theperiod for preferred lies national association
( ), during which will apply notwithstanding the application of aFPG handicap conditions
Local Rule for “preferred lies” as a result of adverse playing conditions. National associations
must determine the in their own country as they deem to be necessaryperiod for preferred lies
on account of climatic or other conditions .(see Appendix P 4.2)
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PLAYING HANDICAP (SEE )EGA PLAYING HANDICAP

PLAYING HANDICAP DIFFERENTIAL (SEE )EGA PLAYING HANDICAP DIFFERENTIAL

PLAYING HANDICAP TABLE (SEE )EGA PLAYING HANDICAP TABLE

QUALIFYING COMPETITION
A “ ” is any competition in which prevail.qualifying competition handicap conditions
Note: If applicable, the must be calculated at the conclusion of each round of aCBA
qualifying competition.

QUALIFYING ROUND
A “ ” is any round in a or a round played with thequalifying round qualifying competition
intention to return an .EDS

QUALIFYING SCORE
A “ ” is any score returned in a , including a , or aqualifying score qualifying competition NR
score adjusted under Clauses 3.6.2 or 3.10.3 or any .EDS (see Appendix P 2.4.7)

SCRATCH GOLFER
A “ ” is a player who can play to the from any set of tees. Forscratch golfer Course Rating
handicapping purposes, it is defined as a player with an of 0.0.EGA Handicap

SLOPE RATING
“ ” (SR) is the designation that indicates the relative playing difficulty of aSlope Rating USGA
course for players who are not relative to the (i.e. compared toscratch golfers Course Rating
the difficulty of the course for ). is computed from the differencescratch golfers Slope Rating
between the and the . A golf course of standard relative playingBogey Rating Course Rating
difficulty has a of 113.Slope Rating

USGA
“ ”United States Golf Association
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PART 2 – GOLF COURSE AND COURSE RATING
2.1 COURSE RATING

2.1.1 All courses in a country must be rated by a -licensedUSGA national association

( ) or , if so delegated, according to the Course RatingFPG area authority USGA

System (USGA Course Rating manual; ).www.usga.org

2.1.2 The Course Rating System is the property of the .USGA USGA National

association USGAs must obtain written authorization from the in order to use the

system. They must follow all of the procedures in exactly the way the CourseUSGA

Rating manual prescribes. No alterations are allowed. All interpretations are made

by the .USGA

2.1.3 For handicapping purposes an must only use andaffiliated club Course Ratings
Slope Ratings national association FPG areaissued by the authorised ( ) or the
authority, if so delegated.

EXPLANATORY NOTE: PRINCIPLES OF COURSE AND SLOPE RATING
The ( ) and ( ) values are used to relate the degree of difficultyCourse CR Slope Rating SR
of the course to the score and, consequently, the handicap of the player. The ratings
are determined by a trained rating team in accordance with the rating manual of the
USGA under normal course and weather conditions.

Firstly, all holes are measured from the to the centre of the green. Thesedistance point
measurements are adjusted for the influence of roll, wind, elevation, altitude, doglegs, and
lay-ups to effective playing lengths. Shot lengths are defined for scratch players and bogey
players, men and women.

Apart from distance, the playing characteristics of a course are influenced by obstacle
factors. These are topography (e.g. side hill lies), fairway width, green target properties,
recoverability and rough, protection by bunkers, out of bounds and extreme rough, water
hazards, trees (size and density) and green surface.

All factors are evaluated per hole for men and women and for both the scratch and the
bogey player. The system provides tables with values and correction factors based on
extensive data gathered by the .USGA

The is established from the effective playing lengths and obstacle factorsCourse Rating
over 18 holes. The number is expressed in strokes to one decimal point and represents the
score that may be expected from a .scratch golfer

The is established in the same way. It represents the score expected from theBogey Rating
bogey player on that particular course. As one course may differ from another in the
degree of difficulty presented to the bogey player, the player should receive more strokes
on the more difficult course. The relationship between course and is called thebogey rating
Slope Rating. It is a measure of the relative playing difficulty for the non-scratch player
compared to the . A golf course that is regarded as having the same relativeCourse Rating
difficulty for scratch and bogey players has a of 113.Slope Rating
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2.2 COURSE MEASUREMENT
Each hole must be measured along a horizontal plane from the on eachdistance point
tee to the centre of the green according to the instructions in the Course RatingUSGA
Manual (Section 6 “Measuring Golf Courses”).

2.3 ALTERATIONS TO COURSES
When permanent alterations have been carried out to a course increasing or
decreasing its length or playing difficulty, the or another entityaffiliated club
responsible for the golf course in question must request a new andCourse Rating
Slope Rating national association FPG area authorityfrom the ( ) or , if so delegated.

2.4 TEES
2.4.1 All courses must have at least one set of tees rated for each gender. Where it is

appropriate, it is recommended that tees should be rated for both men and women.
2.4.2 There may be additional tees providing reduced playing length to accommodate

different groups of players or tees providing increased length and challenge for
highly skilled players. The table below shows an example of ratings and possible tee
designations.

Note 1: The colours suggested in the table are recommended only and other
designations may be used if it is consistent with the golfing culture of the country.
Note 2: It is recommended that all tees are rated for men if it is practical. For women,
a rating is usually unnecessary if the total course length from the tee in question
exceeds 5800 metres.

2.4.3 All tees must be of sufficient size to provide a teeing ground which satisfies the Rules of
Golf. Each set of tees must have a which should be placed centrally, butdistance point
at least four metres from the back of the prepared teeing area. The mustdistance point
be visible at all times.

PART 2 – GOLF COURSE AND COURSE RATING

Men’s CR Men’s SR Women’s CR Women’s SRTees

Championship (Black)

White

Yellow

Blue

Red

Orange
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2.5 PAR

2.5.1 Par reflects the score that a would normally be expected to make for ascratch golfer
given hole.

2.5.2 The Par figure for each hole must be printed alongside each hole on the score card.
2.5.3 Par for each hole must be fixed by the , or another entity responsible foraffiliated club

the golf course in question (unless otherwise specified by the -national association
FPG), in relation to the measured length and the playing difficulty of each hole and
must be within the following distance ranges given in metres, from the standard tees:

: The length of a hole with a dogleg is 430 metres. Depending upon itsExample

“effective playing length” and its average playing difficulty the hole may be allotted

Par 4 or 5 (for men).
Only in exceptional circumstances (following authorisation from theNote: national

association FPG- ), may Par deviate from the table above.

GUIDANCE NOTE: JUNIOR GOLF

Rating tees for men and women provides an excellent way of adapting the course to the
abilities of junior players, boys and girls. Because age is a determining factor, especially for
distance, special junior tees or family tees may be installed. Rating these tees for men and
women should provide ample possibilities to attain an for all age groupsEGA Handicap
and to move from one set of tees to another as the playing standard develops.

WOMEN MEN

EXPLANATORY NOTE: RELEVANCE OF PAR
Par is not a very good measure of the playing difficulty of a golf course. Two courses
having the same Par may vary substantially in length and design of the holes. For example,
courses A and B were constructed in similar terrain and with the same relative playing
difficulty.

Course A: Four Par 3 holes of 125 metres and fourteen Par 4 holes of 270 metres.
Total length is 4280 metres, Par 68.

Course B: Four Par 3 holes of 200 metres and fourteen Par 4 holes of 360 metres.
Total length is 5840 metres, Par 68.

It is obvious that the would find course B much more difficult to play.scratch golfer
Both have a Par of 68 but the numbers could be in the order of 63.0 and 71.0.CR

As scoring is recorded against Par, the would be adjusted by ( -Par),playing handicap CR
for course A by (– 5) and for course B by (+3).



2.5.4 The Par figure for the course must not be taken as the difficulty for a . Thescratch golfer
difficulty is defined by the .Course Rating

2.6 PERIOD FOR PREFERRED LIES
2.6.1 During the as determined by the ( ),period for preferred lies national association FPG

handicap conditions will apply notwithstanding the application of a Local Rule for
“Preferred Lies”. Outside the , will notperiod for preferred lies handicap conditions
apply when a Local Rule for “Preferred Lies” is in operation unless the consent from the
national association area authorityor has been obtained .(see Appendix P 4.2)

2.6.2 Adopting “preferred lies” requires a detailed Local Rule that allows the player relief as
set out in the Rules of Golf.

2.6.3 A Local Rule allowing preferred lies on a section of holes may be adopted by the
Committee when more localised conditions so determine.

2.7 PERMITTED ADJUSTMENT TO A MEASURED COURSE

2.7.1 Each or another entity responsible for the golf course in question mustaffiliated club
endeavour to maintain the length of its at all times in order to providemeasured course
ample opportunity for players to play under .handicap conditions

2.7.2 will only prevail if a has a measured length ofHandicap conditions measured course
not less than 2750 metres over 18 holes, or 1375 metres over 9 holes.

2.7.3 Handicap conditions do not prevail when the length of the course played varies
from the length of the by more than 100 metres over 18 holes,measured course
or 50 metres over 9 holes.

GUIDANCE NOTE: PREFERRED LIES (see Appendix P 4.2)

The purpose of “Preferred Lies” (sometimes referred to as “Winter Rules”) is to allow
qualifying scores to be returned when playing conditions would otherwise not allow
proper play due to adverse conditions of the course such as extreme wetness and mud.

The is meant to allow handicapping conditions notwithstanding theperiod for preferred lies
application of a Local Rule for “Preferred Lies” automatically in some parts of Europe where
such adverse conditions occur every year, particularly during the winter months.

National associations period for preferred liesmay determine the in their own country as
they deem to be necessary on account of climatic or other conditions, e.g. from 1
November to 30 April inclusive. Several options exist for the Local Rule but preferred lies
must not be made obligatory and the Local Rule should be in operation only when the
conditions warrant.

It is a widely held misconception that preferred lies are to protect the course. Rather, the
opposite is true as the player may move the ball to the best turf from which he subsequently
takes a divot. Remember that Preferred Lies conflict with the fundamental principle of
playing the ball as it lies. Indiscriminate use of preferred lies should be avoided.
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2.7.4 In order to maintain the characteristics of the course, and subject to theCourse Rating
provisions of Clause 2.7.3, the tee-markers used to designate the teeing ground (see
the Rules of Golf, Definitions) must, normally, not be placed more than 10 metres in
front or 10 metres behind the relevant .distance point

: Only in exceptional circumstances may this 10 metre range be exceeded. ThisNote
is only to be accepted if maintenance reasons (or extreme weather conditions) force
the club or another entity responsible for the golf course in question to move the tee
markers outside this range. Nevertheless, the maximum 100 metre deviation in
Clause 2.7.3 cannot be exceeded. If so, do not prevail.handicap conditions

2.7.5 Placement of the tee markers should be balanced so that the length of the course
played is approximately equal to the measured length from day to day. This is done by
using both front and back sections of the tees according to course conditions.

2.7.6 The use of one temporary green per nine holes of a course is allowed, provided that
the length of the course played does not vary more than allowed (see 2.7.3).

2.7.7 The club or another entity responsible for the golf course in question must notify the
authorised ( when permanent changes are made to thenational association FPG)
course. Permanent changes to the course require the ( ) tonational association FPG
review the current and and to determine whether a re-Course Rating Slope Rating
rating is necessary.

GUIDANCE NOTE: COURSE SET-UP AND MAINTENANCE

A golf course is rated on its effective playing length and its playing difficulty under normal
conditions that should prevail on average in mid season when most rounds are played. If
length and/or playing difficulty changes, scores will be affected and handicaps
distorted.

The objective of the course committee and greenkeeping staff should be to maintain
rating conditions as constant as possible throughout the season. The following points are
worth consideration:
• Vary the difficulty of hole locations, i.e. six easy, six average, six difficult.
• Vary the set-up of the teeing grounds while maintaining the measured length.
• Maintain the parameters of the rating, most importantly length, rough height, width of

the landing zones, and green speed.
• Consider applying for a temporary rating, rather than declaring the course non-

qualifying if major repair or reconstruction work is planned. This situation might occur
when a hole has to be shortened considerably, temporary tees are in use, bunkers are
reconstructed and taken out of play or the length of the course has to be reduced by
more than 100 metres. Contact the HCRC of the for advice.FPG

CBA has been designed to compensate when conditions deviate so far from normal that
effectively “normal conditions” do not apply. For instance, heavy rainfall or very long dry
spells may have an effect on roll conditions on a golf course. Such conditions may make a
course play effectively longer or shorter. Also it may have an effect on maintenance.
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Heavy rain may not allow the rough to be cut as usual, long dry spells may lead to a
situation where there is no rough to be cut at all.
The Course Rating System Manual, Section 15, provides good detailed advice onUSGA
maintenance of rating parameters and the potential impact on andCourse Slope Rating
values.
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3.1 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF A NATIONAL ASSOCIATION (FPG)

A national association (FPG):
3.1.1 Has the jurisdiction for the administration of the within itsEGA Handicap System

own country, subject to the overall jurisdiction of the .EGA
3.1.2 May not change or deviate from the regulations and specifications of the EGA

Handicap System EGA Handicapunless it is stated that a certain aspect of the
System national association (is at the discretion of the see Appendix P); the main
reason being to achieve uniformity of application across .national associations

3.1.3 Must appoint a committee, the National Handicap Committee, to administer the
EGA Handicap System within Portugal.

The National Handicap Committee may be combined with the NationalNote:
Rules Committee or body with similar regulatory functions.

3.1.4 May delegate any part of its jurisdiction to an area authority (see Appendix P
1.1.3).

3.1.5 Must ensure that all courses approved by the ( ) fornational association FPG
handicapping purposes have and determined according toCourse Slope Ratings
the Course Rating System.USGA

3.1.6 Must obtain a license from the in order to use the .EGA EGA Handicap System
3.1.7 Must ensure the integrity of the issued under its jurisdiction.EGA Handicaps
3.1.8 May assume the responsibility as at its discretionhandicapping authority (see

Appendix P 1.2.5).
If a ( ) assumes the responsibility asNote: national association FPG handicapping

authority it should also perform the obligations set out in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, if
applicable.

3.1.9 Has the right to obtain any information related to handicapping from area
authorities affiliated clubsand/or at any time.

3.1.10 Must settle any dispute or doubtful point referred to it. Its decision is final. If the
national association FPG( ) cannot come to a decision, it must refer the dispute or
doubtful point to the , whoseEGA Handicapping & Course Rating Committee
decision is final .(see Appendix P 2.8.3)

When exercising its powers, the ( ) must recogniseNote: national association FPG
and apply the correct legal procedures.

3.1.11 May at its discretion suspend the application of (see Section 3.7,CBA Appendix P
2.3 and online CBA Appendix).

3.1.12 May determine limitations of 9-hole scores and s as per Clause 3.6.1 c. andEDS
Section 3.8 .(see Appendix P 2.2.1 and 2.4.1)

3.1.13 Must determine the procedure to register s, if applicable .EDS (see Appendix P 2.4)
3.1.14 Must determine the .period for preferred lies (see Appendix P 4.2)



3.1.15 May require a successful examination on the Rules of Golf (including etiquette)
before allotting a player an .EGA Handicap (see Appendix P 2.5.3)

3.1.16 Must determine a procedure to adjudicate upon the suspension of EGA Handicaps
according to Sections 3.13 and 3.14 .(see Appendix P 2.7)

3.1.17 Must determine the appeal procedure to be made available to a player who is
dissatisfied with a decision under Sections 3.13 and 3.14 .(see Appendix P 2.7)

3.1.18 May at its discretion impose eligibility restrictions for competition entry based on
an .EGA Handicap (see Appendix P 2.6.3)

3.1.19 Must audit the of all players with an of + 1.0 andEGA Handicap EGA Handicap
better in order to control a fair entry into national and international championships
which require a maximum .EGA Handicap

3.2 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE AREA AUTHORITY
(see Appendix P 1.1.3)

An :area authority

3.2.1 Must administer the responsibilities delegated by its ( ).national association FPG
3.2.2 Has the right to obtain information related to handicapping from affiliated clubs

under its jurisdiction at any time.
3.2.3 Must appoint a committee to perform the duties as prescribed. This committee may

be combined with another committee with similar regulatory functions if deemed
appropriate.

3.2.4 May assume the responsibility as if thehandicapping authority national
association FPG( ) so directs.
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GUIDANCE NOTE: PURPOSE OF AUDIT OF LOW HANDICAP PLAYERS

The purpose of the audit of low handicap players is to provide assurance that their
handicap records have been maintained in accordance with the EGA Handicap System
and, in particular, that all away scores have been entered correctly. To facilitate the audit,
handicapping authorities are required by the ( ) to provide, asnational association FPG
part of the procedure, the handicap records for all low handicap playershandicap review
(the elite end of the very low handicap spectrum) identified by the national association
( ), in accordance with Clause 3.1.19 and any additional players as so directed by theFPG
national association FPG( ). The audit must be based on the comparison of these records
with the official scores from a wide range of national and international competitions.

Experience has shown that players with incomplete handicap records tend to have lower
handicaps than they are entitled to. Whilst this does not influence scratch stroke play
competitions, it does have an important bearing on entry into prestigious tournaments and
possibly the calculation. Through auditing, the ( ) can betterCBA national association FPG
ensure a level playing field and avoid placing those players who honour their obligations
at a disadvantage.
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3.3 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE AFFILIATED CLUB

An affiliated club:

3.3.1 Is the for all members for whom it is the subject tohandicapping authority home club
the overall jurisdiction of the ( ), and the if sonational association FPG area authority
delegated .(see Appendix P 1.1.2 – 1.1.3)

: A ( ), (or an if such responsibilityException national association FPG area authority
has been delegated) may, at its discretion, assume the responsibility as handicapping
authority affiliated clubsfor the members of under its jurisdiction.

3.3.2 Must ensure that the is correctly applied at the club. Failure toEGA Handicap System
comply with this requirement would justify the ( ) withdrawingnational association FPG
the club's right to act as a or imposing such conditions as thehandicapping authority
national association FPG( ) may consider appropriate .(see Appendix P 3)

3.3.3 May at its discretion impose eligibility restrictions for competition entry based on an
EGA Handicap.

: Restrictions may apply to all competitions organised by an , or toNote affiliated club
a single competition .(see Appendix P 2.6.3.c)

3.3.4 Must appoint a to perform the obligations set out in Section 3.4,handicap committee
and to ensure the integrity of the issued by the club. This committeeEGA Handicaps
may be combined with another committee with similar regulatory functions if it is
deemed appropriate by the ( ) .national association FPG (see Appendix P 3.1.2.c)

3.3.5 Is responsible for ensuring that are maintained in accordance withEGA Handicaps
the procedures laid down in the and in accordance with anyEGA Handicap System
specific procedure imposed by the ( ), namely the ones set outnational association FPG
in Appendix P.

Any complaint regarding the application of the system, which cannot beNote:
resolved by the , must be made to the HCRC of the , or theaffiliated club FPG area
authority if so delegated, which may, at its discretion, carry out such investigation as it
considers appropriate. If, following such an investigation, it is found that the affiliated
club affiliated clubis in breach of its responsibilities, the should be directed by the
national association FPG area authority( ) or to rectify matters. Failure to resolve the
matter satisfactorily may justify the ( ) in declaring thatnational association FPG
handicaps at that are not valid .affiliated club EGA Handicaps

3.3.6 Must retain the handicap records of all members for at least the current and the
previous calendar year, unless the ( ) assumes responsibilitynational association FPG
for keeping such records .(see Appendix P 1.3.3)

3.4 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE HANDICAP COMMITTEE

The :handicap committee

3.4.1 Must maintain lists in which the names of players must be entered prior to any
qualifying round handicap committeeand the must have procedures to ensure that all
score cards are returned to the , including incomplete cardshandicap committee
( ).NR



3.4.2 Must ensure that the , if applicable, is calculated in accordance with Section 3.7CBA
at the conclusion of each round of a qualifying competition (see Appendix P 2.3
and online CBA Appendix).

3.4.3 Must ensure that the of each member is recorded as required by theEGA Handicap
national association FPG( ) and made available at all times.

3.4.4 Must ensure that all are recorded as soon as possible and that allqualifying scores
EGA Handicaps have been correctly calculated in relation to scores recorded in
chronological order.

3.4.5 Must, when a member changes his , inform the new of hishome club home club
current and provide the of that club with a copyEGA Handicap handicap committee
of the player's handicap record for the current and previous year.

3.4.6 Must exercise the power to suspend handicaps as described in Sections 3.13 and
3.14 and the power to adjust handicaps described in Section 3.16 and must advise
players accordingly .(see Appendix P 2.7 – 2.8)

When exercising its powers, the must recognise andNote: handicap committee
apply the correct legal procedures.

3.4.7 Has the right, on the day of a and before the commencement ofqualifying competition
play, to declare a round of that competition as a non- because ofqualifying round
exceptionally bad weather and/or course conditions. See also Clause 3.6.2 i.

The should never deprive a competition of its status asNote: handicap committee
qualifying competition EGA Handicaponly to circumvent the regulations of the
System and prevent scores from counting for handicapping. Such action is contrary to
the spirit of the . The should give playersEGA Handicap System handicap committee
the opportunity to return as many as possible.qualifying scores

3.4.8 Must conduct a of the of all members at least once ahandicap review EGA Handicaps
year, as well as for any player upon request, as prescribed in Section 3.15. See also
online Handicap Review Appendix.
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GUIDANCE NOTE: THE PURPOSE AND COMPOSITION OF THE HANDICAP COMMITTEE

Administrative staff and club managers in an increasing number of clubs are charged with
the day-to-day administration of handicaps. To assist them in their task, the 2016-2019
edition of the is supported by computer-assisted procedures andEGA Handicap System
most functions can be run in an automated fashion.

Yet it remains important for the to be responsible for the properhandicap committee
application of the clauses and, in particular, to be in charge of the . Thehandicap review
final decision regarding which handicaps are to be adjusted under the ,handicap review
and the value of the adjustment, rests with the handicap committee.
The has the ultimate authority to decide whether handicappinghandicap committee
conditions are satisfied at its club.

Knowledge of the system and its intent is a prerequisite requirement for handicap
committee members and continuity of the capabilities within the committee should be
safeguarded. The committee responsible for handicapping (possibly among other
responsibilities) must consist of at least three members, preferably representing both
genders.
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3.5 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PLAYER

The player:

3.5.1 Must have only one , which must be allotted and recorded by hisEGA Handicap
handicapping authority EGA. That handicap applies everywhere where the
Handicap System applies.

3.5.2 Must, if he is a member of more than one , select one asaffiliated club affiliated club
his and notify that club and the others of his choicehome club (see Appendix P
1.2.3 – 1.2.4).

3.5.3 Must not change his except by giving advance notice of the change,home club
which can take effect only at the end of a calendar year unless he has ceased to be
a member of his or both agree to the change taking placehome club affiliated clubs
at an earlier date.

3.5.4 Must ensure that before playing a his entry is registered as required.qualifying round
3.5.5 Must ensure that all , whether or not complete, are returned to hisqualifying scores

handicapping authority affiliated club home club, if played at an other than his . The
player is obliged to report all these scores to his .home club

3.5.6 Must, prior to playing in any competition at any , ensure thataffiliated club
appropriate alterations of his have been made.EGA Handicap

3.5.7 Must apply the increase or reduction to his where required after aEGA Handicap
qualifying round for a score not yet recorded on his handicap record. The
adjustment should be made against the , if known, and assuming it is applied.CBA
If the is not known or not applied, it should be made against =0CBA CBA (see
Appendix P 2.1.1).

3.5.8 Must enter his current on all score cards returned after aplaying handicap
qualifying round (Rules of Golf, Rule 6-2b). For handicapping purposes, the player
should also enter his current on the cards, even though the roundEGA Handicap
may be a scratch competition.

3.5.9 Must endeavour to comply with the intent and purpose of the fundamental
principles of the at all times.EGA Handicap System

3.6 QUALIFYING SCORES

3.6.1 To be acceptable for handicap purposes, have to meet thequalifying scores
following requirements:
a. The round must be played under .handicap conditions
b. The round must be played on a course at an or a course approvedaffiliated club

by the rated in accordance with the Course Ratingnational association USGA
System. Alternatively, the round must be played in a country outside the
jurisdiction of the on a course rated in accordance with thenational association
USGA Course Rating System or according to the CONGU (Council of National
Golf Unions) Standard Scratch Score System.
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c. The round must consist of 18 holes and, for players in 2 –handicap categories
6, rounds consisting of 9 holes are also acceptable. A 9-hole score may not be
part of an 18-hole score.
Note: The have the discretion to restrict 9-holenational associations qualifying
scores handicap categoriesto other , and/or to restrict the number of 9-hole
qualifying scores nationalreturned in any calendar year. Nevertheless, if
associations invoke these discretions, they are strongly recommended to allow
9-hole to the extent necessary for players, especially inqualifying scores
handicap categories qualifying scores4 – 6, to return a sufficient number of (see
Appendix P 2.2).

d. The round must be either played in a run by: i) anqualifying competition
affiliated club area authority national association, ii) an , iii) the , iv) other
organisations approved by the , or the round is played asnational association
an (see Section 3.8).EDS

e. Scores made outside the jurisdiction of the in anational association qualifying
competition affiliated club national associationrun by an of another , or another
organisation approved by the , must be returned.national association

f. The scores must be converted to Stableford points.

3.6.2 Notwithstanding the requirements of Clause 3.6.1, a score is a qualifying score
even if:
a. The round is cancelled by the committee, in which case the round becomes

“Reduction Only”.
b. The comes out as “Reduction Only”, if applicable .CBA (see Appendix P 2.3)
c. The player is disqualified for reasons acceptable for handicapping purposes as

detailed below in the GN on “Scores acceptable for handicapping purposes in
case of disqualification”.

d. The round is played with a Local Rule for “ ” in operation (seepreferred lies
Section 2.6).

e. The round is a single round in an aggregate or eclectic competition provided
that players who are partners do not play in the same group.

f. The player returns an incomplete score (a ) that is in the or better.NR buffer zone
See GN on s.NR

g. The player fails to return a score or submits an incomplete score (“ ”) belowNR
the and the committee decides not to accept the reasons for the .buffer zone NR
See GN on s.NR

h. The round is played in a in which different groups startqualifying competition
the round from different tees (e.g. shot gun).

i. The competition is declared non- in accordance with Clausequalifying roundi
3.4.7, but the player decides to play an in accordance with Section 3.8.EDS
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GUIDANCE NOTE: SCORES ACCEPTABLE FOR HANDICAPPING PURPOSES IN CASE OF
DISQUALIFICATION

According to Clause 3.6.2 c., only certain for which a player isqualifying rounds
disqualified will be acceptable for handicapping purposes. In general terms, this applies
when a score can be established in spite of the disqualification for technical offences.

An adjusted score may have to be calculated. In order to apply a result obtained in
accordance with a. to h. below for handicapping purposes, the musthandicap committee
carefully investigate all details.

Note: All penalty strokes must be taken into account as well as the correct handicap and
hole-by-hole scores.

a. Rule 3-4: Player refuses to apply a rule in stroke play (incl. Stableford and against Par),
which affects the rights of another player.

b. Rule 6-2b: The handicap marked on the score card is higher than that to which he is
entitled. The correct handicap should be used to calculate the adjusted score.

c. Rule 6-3: Player fails to tee-off at the time designated by the tournament committee, but
nevertheless returns a score card.

d. Rule 6-6b: Score card is not signed by the player or the marker, unless the marker has
not signed the score card for a valid reason.

e. Rule 6-6d: Recorded score is lower than actual score for any hole.

f. Rule 6-7: Competitor unduly delays play, repeated offence.

g. Rule 6-8: Competitor discontinues play.

h. Rule 14-3b: Use of distance measuring device.

3.6.3 Notwithstanding the requirements of Clause 3.6.1 and Section 3.8 ( ),Extra Day Score
a score is not a , if:qualifying score
a. The round, other than an , is played in a competition that is run by a thirdEDS

party not approved by the .national association
b. The round is cancelled due to a committee decision and the score is below the

buffer zone handicap categoriesin 1 – 5, or the score is below 36 Stableford
points in 6.handicap category

c. The player is disqualified for reasons unacceptable for handicapping purposes
as detailed below in the GN on “Scores not acceptable for handicapping
purposes in case of disqualification”.

d. The round is played in any competition in which the player plays with one or more
partners (exception aggregate, see 3.6.2 e.).

e. The player decides to declare the round a and the committee decides toNR
accept the reason for the (see the GN on s).NR NR

f. The round is played as part of a Pro-Am Competition.



GUIDANCE NOTE: SCORES NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR HANDICAPPING PURPOSES IN
CASE OF DISQUALIFICATION
Scores which have been disqualified for technical offences when it cannot be determined
how much of an advantage the player may have gained by breaching a rule are not
acceptable for handicapping purposes:
a. Rule 1-2: Serious breach when taking deliberate action to influence the movement of

the ball or to alter the physical conditions.
b. Rule 1-3: Competitors agree to exclude the operation of a rule or to waive a penalty

incurred.
c. Rule 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4: Use of a club(s) which is/are non-conforming or otherwise

used in breach of the rules.
d. Rule 5-1 and 5-2: Use of a ball that is non-conforming or otherwise used in breach of

the rules.
e. Rule 6-4 Use of more than one caddie (leading to disqualification).
f. Rule 7-1b: Practice on the tournament course on the day of, and prior to, the

tournament.
g. Rule 11-1 or 14-3: Use of a non-conforming tee, use of an artificial device or unusual

equipment (except a distance measuring device).
h. Rule 22-1: Agreeing not to lift a ball that might assist any competitor.

GUIDANCE NOTE: NO RETURN

Every player who participates in a is expected to complete thequalifying competition
round.

No Return NR( ) denotes any round that is not completed and/or for which no score card is
returned, and additionally, in stroke play only, when no score has been returned on one or
more holes, for reasons at the discretion of the player.

All results achieved in a or an must be submitted, irrespective ofqualifying round EDS
whether they are complete or not. In the event of a for handicap purposes, theNR
handicap committee should first consider whether the player was able to honour his
commitment to return a score or not. If he was not, and this is due to an injury or exceptional
course conditions, the score should be declared non-qualifying unless he had already
scored to his buffer or better at the time of the incident. If the player was able to complete
the round but chose not to do so, the should either apply the actualhandicap committee
number of strokes (adjusted score according to Clause 3.6.2 f.) or increase the handicap
by 0.1, see Clause 3.6.2 g.

Since an incomplete card and a can have the effect of increasing the player'sNR
handicap, the would be justified in deeming the score non-qualifyinghandicap committee
when the player was only able play a few holes. Sections 3.13 and 3.14 of the EGA
Handicap System offer the possibility to consider disciplinary measures if the committee is
convinced s are entered to unfairly manipulate the system. No score cards should beNR
issued to players when it is evident that daylight conditions will be insufficient for the
completion of a full round.
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3.7 COMPUTED BUFFER ADJUSTMENT
(see Appendix P 2.3 and online CBA Appendix)

3.7.1 At the conclusion of each round of a , and with the exception ofqualifying competition
a 9-hole competition, the must be calculated following the procedure specified inCBA
the online CBA Appendix.

3.7.2 Only players in 1 – 4 are taken into account for thehandicap categories CBA
calculation. The calculated result (if applicable) affects players ofCBA handicap
categories 1 – 5.

3.7.3 Possible values are +1, 0, -1, -2, -2&RO (Reduction Only). When the calculationCBA
directs that the scores returned are -2&RO, a -2 shift is applied tobuffer zone
determine which scores lead to handicap reductions.

3.7.4 A adjustment means shifting the up or down by the number of pointsCBA buffer zone
indicated by the result. This has the effect of moving the player's tolerance zoneCBA
up or down. Handicaps are adjusted according to Clauses 3.12.3 to 3.12.8 after
applying .CBA
Example: A player of 1 enters a score of 33 points, and thehandicap category CBA
is calculated to be -2. His would normally range from 35 to 36, but is nowbuffer zone
33 to 34. His handicap remains unchanged.

3.7.5 For the purposes of , the minimum number of players in the calculation is ten (10).CBA
3.7.6 If a competition is scheduled over more than one day, separate values must beCBA

calculated for each day.
3.7.7 Two competitions on the same day may be combined to calculate one when theCBA

format of the competitions is comparable.
Example: Club championship stroke play competitions are conducted on the same
day for men, women and juniors. The three competitions may be combined to
calculate one .CBA

3.7.8 If the round is cancelled by the committee for any valid reason, is 0 and theCBA
round becomes “Reduction Only” (see Clauses 3.6.2 a., 3.6.3 b.).

3.7.9 At the discretion of the , the calculation can benational association CBA
suspended .(see Appendix P 2.3 and online CBA Appendix)
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EXPLANATORY NOTE: COMPUTED BUFFER ADJUSTMENT

Purpose

The Course Rating Manual states: “The and mustUSGA USGA Course Rating Slope Rating
reflect conditions normal for the season(s) when most rounds are played”. However,
sometimes rounds are played when either the weather or the course conditions are not
normal and yet within the these rounds directly affect handicaps.EGA Handicap System
The calculation was developed to determine when the conditions deviate so far fromCBA
normal that an additional allowance should be made to compensate, for handicapping
purposes, bringing values closer to what they would have been under normal conditions.

Target Score
For calculation, normal conditions are assessed by looking at the percentage ofCBA
players that score in the , per . The outcome is compared tobuffer zone handicap category
what would be expected under normal conditions and a determination is made as to
whether any compensation is necessary for the scores to be used in handicap adjustment.
This can be an upwards or downwards adjustment and, when conditions are extreme, the
competition is determined “reduction only”.

Buffer Zones
The compensation is achieved by shifting the ; the score of the player remainsbuffer zone
as it is. Shifting the will influence the effect of the player's score on his handicapbuffer zone
when entered into the system.

Example: A 3 player ( 33 – 36) scores 32 and the = -1handicap category buffer zone CBA
(conditions worse than normal), so there is no adjustment of his as theEGA Handicap
buffer zone becomes 32 – 35. If he had scored 36 he would have been reduced by 0.3

Significance of CBA
As relies on a comparison of scores against expected results from players inCBA handicap
categories 1 – 4, it may be that a competition with a high proportion of improving players
or under-handicapped players produces an unreliable outcome. This is one reason why
higher players are not included in the calculations. For example, in thehandicap category
case of a competition with a large number of improving beginners, +1 may result,CBA
even though conditions were quite normal or even below standard. Under-handicapped
players (sometimes termed 'vanity' handicaps) can cause the opposite effect, which runs
contrary to what should happen, i.e. the upwards adjustment of their ('vanity') handicaps.
These effects show that it is of paramount importance to correctly apply the handicap
review general play(see Section 3.15) and handicap adjustment based on (see Section
3.16).
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3.8 EXTRA DAY SCORES (EDS)

3.8.1 An , subject to the provisions of Clauses 3.8.2, 3.8.3, 3.8.4 and 3.8.5, is aEDS
qualifying score for handicapping .(see Appendix P 2.4)

3.8.2 A ( ) must establish conditions to be imposed on playing annational association FPG
EDS EDSand may limit the number of s .(see Appendix P 2.4)

3.8.3 Players may return an only at such courses as the ( )EDS national association FPG
may direct. For example, the player may be restricted to the course of his home
club EDS. For handicapping purposes, a player can only return one 9-hole score
per day .(see Appendix P 2.4)

3.8.4 Only players with an in 2 – 6 may return anEGA Handicap handicap categories
EDS for handicapping.
Note 1: The may exclude any of the 2 – 6national association handicap categories
from returning an for handicapping purposes, althoughEDS national associations
are recommended to allow to the extent necessary for players to return aEDSs
sufficient number of ; this is particularly important inqualifying scores handicap
categories 4 – 6 .(see Appendix P 2.4)
Note 2: Notwithstanding the above restriction, a ( ), whichnational association FPG
has imposed eligibility restrictions based on for competition entry,EGA Handicaps
may allow a player so excluded to return a prescribed maximum number of sEDS
necessary to make up the shortfall .(see Appendix P 2.4.4)

3.8.5 The player must register his name on the entry list before starting the round. HisEDS
entry must include details of which course and tees will be played and such other
details as are required by his ( ) .national association FPG (see Appendix P 2.4)

3.8.6 The player must record the same details as mentioned in Clause 3.8.5 on his score
card and he must return the score card signed by the marker and himself (see
Appendix P 2.4).

3.8.7 If the player, after registration on the entry list, does not return his score card, aEDS
NR will be recorded for handicap purposes .(see Appendix P 2.4.7)

3.8.8 A player's cannot be reduced to a that isEGA Handicap handicap category
excluded from returning an .EDS (see Appendix P 2.4.8)
Example 1: A player with an of 4.7 returns an of 41 StablefordEGA Handicap EDS
points. His will only be reduced by 0.2 to 4.5 and not by 0.7.EGA Handicap
Example 2: Where a does not allow for category 2national association EDS
players, if a player with an of 12.0 returns an of 41 StablefordEGA Handicap EDS
points. His will only be reduced by 0.5 to 11.5 and not by 1.2.EGA Handicap
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EXPLANATORY NOTE: EXTRA DAY SCORES

The (as well as other handicap systems) is based on the premiseEGA Handicap System
that every player will return a sufficient number of scores to provide reasonable evidence of
his playing standard. Although committees may consider that in the course of the season
ample opportunity is provided to participate in golf competitions, experience has shown
that many players struggle to return a sufficient number of scores to maintain a handicap
that reflects their playing ability. This may be due to:
� work or family commitments preventing participation in competitions.
� difficulty in obtaining acceptable starting times on preferred days.
� a declining desire to play regular competition golf.
EDS qualifying competitionss provide a format to supplement scores from for handicap
purposes. The intent is to augment the sometimes sparse information from competition golf
and to enable players to return more , for handicapping purposes. Sincequalifying scores
the commitment to return the score, good or bad, is made before the round starts and
handicap conditions EDSmust be in operation, the round technically compares to a
competition round. However, it is notable that the procedure is not operational inCBA
connection with s. It is unlikely that players setting out on an round will purposelyEDS EDS
choose a typical -2 day.CBA



PLAYING HCPCAT2–5 =
EGA HCP x
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PLAYING HCPCAT 6 = EGA HCP + PLAYING HCP DIFFERENTIAL

PLAYING HCPCAT 1–5 = EGA HCP x        + (CR - PAR)
SR
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3.9 EGA PLAYING HANDICAP; PLAYING HANDICAP

3.9.1 The is the number of a player receives for aplaying handicap handicap strokes
specific set of tees at the course being played.

3.9.2 If the is negative, termed a “plus” , the playerplaying handicap playing handicap
must give to the course, commencing at stroke index 18.handicap strokes

3.9.3 A player's is determined by applying his to theplaying handicap EGA Handicap
playing handicap formula:

a) The for 1 – 5 is:playing handicap formula handicap categories

b) The for 6 is:playing handicap formula handicap category

Note: The is expressed as a whole number, 0.5 rounds upwards.playing handicap
This means -0.5 [= “plus” 0.5] rounds upwards to 0 [scratch] and -1.5 [= “plus”1.5]
to -1 [= “plus”1].

3.9.4 For a 9-hole round, player's is determined by applying hisplaying handicap EGA
Handicap playing handicap formulato the 9-hole :

a) The 9-hole for 2 – 5 is:playing handicap formula handicap categories
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Example 1: The of a player is 11.8. He plays the front 9 holes of aEGA Handicap
course from the yellow tees.

*Playing handicaps for two 9 hole-rounds, if added together, do not necessary equal the
playing handicap Course Rating Slopefor 18 holes. This is because the relationship between ,
Rating and Par can vary over each nine holes.

The number of he receives is:handicap strokes

b) The 9-hole for 6 isplaying handicap formula handicap category

Example 2: The of a player is 40. He plays the same front 9-holes asEGA Handicap
used in example 1.
On this set of tees, the for an of 36.0 is 20, andplaying handicap EGA Handicap
therefore the (see Definitions) is 2 (20-18).playing handicap differential 9-holes

Note: The is expressed as a whole number, 0.5 rounds upwards.playing handicap
This means -0.5 [= “plus” 0.5] rounds upwards to 0 [scratch] and -1.5 [= “plus”1.5]
to -1 [= “plus”1].

11,8 x
113
122

PLAYING HCP = + (35,8 – 35) = 7,1699 ROUNDED TO 7
2

PLAYING HCPCAT6 =
EGA HCP

+ PLAYING HCP DIFFERENTIAL9HOLES2

PLAYING HCP =
40

+ 2 = 22
2

Yellow Tees Men

18 holes Back 9-holes

Course Rating

Slope Rating

Playing Handicap

35.8

122

35

7*

72.4

127

72

14

36.6

132

37

6*

Front 9-holes



3.9.5 A player's may also be determined by applying hisplaying handicap EGA Handicap
to a 9-hole or 18-hole (see Appendix B).playing handicap table

3.9.6 The is the number of a player receives (orhandicap allowance handicap strokes
gives) in a handicap competition. It is the percentage of the playing handicap
determined by the Committee in charge of the competition.

3.9.7 are allocated hole by hole according to theHandicap strokes handicap stroke index
indicated on the score card. Strokes in 9-hole rounds are taken according to the
relevant .handicap stroke index
Example: When playing 9 holes to which the even stroke indices have been
allocated, the player receiving seven strokes receives strokes at the holes with
handicap stroke index 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14.

3.9.8 An may convert to a exceeding the maximumEGA Handicap playing handicap EGA
Handicap.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE: PLUS HANDICAPS

Originally, golf handicaps were derived for stroke play. They were assessed against the
scratch player and were strokes to be taken off a player's score. When it became
necessary to handicap a player who had demonstrated that he was better than the national
scratch player, rather than re-handicapping the scratch player and all other players
upwards, the concept of adding strokes to a score was accepted and such handicaps were
designated as “plus handicaps”. As a net score is determined by subtracting the player's
handicap from the gross score, mathematically the plus handicap becomes a negative
number. Handicaps as low as plus 5 have been attained.

EXPLANATORY NOTE: 9-HOLE SCORES

There is a certain analogy to in the reasoning for introducing 9-hole competitions andEDS
9-hole . Again, in response to the demands of working and family life or physicalEDS
limitations, 9-hole scores have been introduced to provide additional opportunities to
return .qualifying scores

Since its introduction in 2007, the 9-hole has become very popular inqualifying round
several countries, sometimes amounting to 30% of all rounds for a particular group of
players, such as senior players and participants in evening competitions with restricted
daylight.

However, the traditional way for a round of golf, i.e. over 18 holes, is still considered to be
the preferred format for handicapping.
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3.10 STABLEFORD

3.10.1 For handicapping, all must be converted to Stableford pointsqualifying scores
based on a of 100% of .handicap allowance playing handicap

3.10.2 For handicapping, the Stableford points are awarded in relation to the Par at each
hole as follows:
Net score on a hole
More than one over Par or …........................................………….. 0No Return
One over Par …………........................................................................…… 1
Par ……………........................................................................…………… 2
One under Par …………….....................…............……………..............…….3
Two under Par ……………........................…...........................................….4
Three under Par …………...................………………..........…….......………… 5
Four under Par ………………..........................…………..................………….6

3.10.3 For 9-hole , 18 Stableford points must be added to the resultqualifying scores
achieved over 9 holes to obtain an adjusted , which is recorded onqualifying score
the player's handicap record. 9-hole must be clearly identified onqualifying scores
the player's handicap record (see Appendix A).

3.10.4 If applicable, the must be calculated at the conclusion of each round of an 18-CBA
hole by following the procedure set out in the online CBAqualifying competition
Appendix.

3.10.5 Any score in a Par/Bogey must be converted to a Stablefordqualifying competition
score by adding 36 points to the player's final result.
Example:
2 down : - 2 + 36 = 34 Stableford points
5 up : + 5 + 36 = 41 Stableford points
All square : 0 + 36 = 36 Stableford points

3.10.6 In normal conditions, a player plays exactly to his handicap when he returns a score
of 36 Stableford points.

EXPLANATORY NOTE: STABLEFORD

The purpose of applying the Stableford point calculation for handicapping is to reduce the
impact of a particularly bad score on a hole which does not truly reflect a golfer's playing
ability. Other handicap systems use similar measures for stroke control such as net double
bogey adjustment.

This restricts the score on a bad hole for a total adjusted stroke play score for handicapping
purposes. It also allows a on a hole in a stroke play competition to be converted to aNR
score for handicapping purposes.

Stableford scoring is a measure of performance against Par; the system was designed so
that a player playing to handicap scores 36 Stableford points over 18 holes. The EGA
Handicap System Course Ratingadjusts handicaps by assessing performance against so a
stroke allowance is included in the ( -Par) to allow for anyplaying handicap formula CR
differences between and Par.Course Rating



3.11 ATTAINING AN EGA HANDICAP

3.11.1 An may only be obtained by a member of an , anEGA Handicap affiliated club
individual member of a ( ), or an individual player whosenational association FPG
handicap is registered and administered by a .national association (see Appendix 1.2)

3.11.2 The maximum is 54 for both men and women.EGA Handicap
An may convert into a exceeding this number.EGA Handicap playing handicap
Note: A may limit 6 to 45.national association handicap category

3.11.3 To attain an , a player must submit at least one Stableford score overEGA Handicap
18 holes or 9 holes. It is strongly recommended that the initial handicap attained
under this Clause is monitored by the and if necessary ahandicap committee
general play adjustment following the procedures set out under Section 3.16 should
be applied.

3.11.4 Scores to attain an p must be played under at theEGA Handica handicap conditions
player's or any other course recognised by his Ahome club handicapping authority.
player who is not a member of an must play the rounds underaffiliated club
handicap conditions affiliated clubon a course of an or any other course recognised
by the ( ) subject to any directions by thenational association FPG national
association FPG( ). Each score must be signed by a marker and countersigned by the
player.

The number of the player receives during this round is:handicap strokes

HCP STROKES = 54 + PLAYING HCP DIFFERENTIAL

For a 9-hole round the number of a player receives is:handicap strokes

This number can also be determined by applying the maximum toEGA Handicap
the of the course being played.playing handicap table

3.11.5 The initial must be calculated on the basis of the Stableford scoreEGA Handicap
returned. If the score was obtained over 9 holes, 18 points should be added to the
Stableford score.

INITIAL EGA HCP = 54 - (POINTS SCORED - 36)
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HCP STROKES =
54

+ PLAYING HCP DIFFERENTIAL 9HOLES2
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3.11.6 The may allot a player a lower initial if it hashandicap committee EGA Handicap
reason to consider that a lower is more appropriate to the player'sEGA Handicap
ability. In exceptional circumstances, a higher may be allotted thanEGA Handicap
that indicated by the initial score.

3.11.7 The ( ) may, at its discretion, require that a player may onlynational association FPG
be allotted an on condition that he has successfully passed anEGA Handicap
examination on the Rules of Golf and Etiquette .(see Appendix P 2.5.3)

3.11.8 A player without a handicap must not be allotted an inEGA Handicap handicap
category FPG area authority1 without the written authority of the HCRC of the , or if
so delegated.

GUIDANCE NOTE: ALLOTMENT OF HANDICAP

The rationale for allotting an as soon as the player returns at least oneEGA Handicap
Stableford score over 18 holes (or 9 holes) under the provisions of Section 3.11, is to make
the handicap system accessible to as many players as possible, in the best interest of
promoting golf. It also allows new players to begin monitoring the evolution of their golfing
performance immediately.

The procedure set out under Clauses 3.11.4 – 3.11.5 is intended to establish an
approximate value equivalent to, or lower, than the scoring of the single round. As players
return additional scores it will then be possible to develop a better understanding of their
golfing ability. The system provides discretional authority to to setnational associations
eligibility restrictions for competition entries, based on an , if so desired.EGA Handicap

Handicap committees are recommended to monitor closely the scoring performance of
players with a newly allotted handicap and to apply a adjustment, ifgeneral play
necessary. When players have returned as many as eight scores, it is possible for the
handicap committee handicap reviewto perform a (see Section 3.15).

From a statistical point of view, directly allotting an initial based on eightEGA Handicap
scores together with the procedure set under Section 3.15 could providehandicap review
initial handicaps already in line with the system. However, it is considered infeasible to
request such a number of scores from a player who is keen to start using the EGA Handicap
System as soon as possible.

It is worth noting that the may allot an initial whole numberhandicap committee EGA
Handicap, other than that calculated based on Clause 3.11.5, if it has reasons to believe
that such a handicap better fits the player's ability. Factors to consider include:
- Previous playing history and any lower handicap previously held at the or anyhome club

other club. This is of paramount importance.
- Time of year and prevailing weather conditions when cards are submitted.
- Information from peers.
- A handicap held under another handicap system.
- Other relevant sporting achievement.
- The allotment of an initial handicap in 2 or 3 may be an indication ofhandicap categories

previous experience where no other obvious evidence exists.



3.12 ALTERATION OF HANDICAPS

3.12.1 The recording of must be kept as Stableford points. Thequalifying scores handicap
committee qualifying scoresmust record the player's in chronological order.

3.12.2 A player's handicap record (example in Appendix A) must contain:
a. the date of the round
b. information on where the round was played
c. the score and type (9-hole scores and 18-hole scores must be clearly identified)
d. the , if applicableCBA (see Appendix P 2.3 and online Appendix CBA)
e. the Stablefordqualifying score
f. the revised EGA Handicap
g. such other information as may be required by the ( ),national association FPG

e.g. , , Par.Course Rating Slope Rating
Note: Adjusted (qualifying) scores are Stableford scores computed by the handicap
committee NRbased on the result of a 9-hole score, a disqualification or a , see
Section 3.6.

3.12.3 If a player returns a within his relevant , hisqualifying score buffer zone EGA
Handicap remains unchanged.

3.12.4 If a player returns a with fewer Stableford points than hisqualifying score buffer
zone NR handicap committee EGAor records a , subject to review by the , his
Handicap handicap categoriesis increased by 0.1, in 1 – 5.

3.12.5 If a player returns a above his , his isqualifying score buffer zone EGA Handicap
reduced by an amount per Stableford point in excess of the , the amountbuffer zone
per point being determined by his .handicap category
Note: Handicap adjustments based on 18-hole competition scores (Clauses 3.12.3,
3.12.4 and 3.12.5) apply after the has been adjusted in accordancebuffer zone
with the procedure described in the Section 3.7.CBA

3.12.6 must be adjusted as described below.EGA Handicaps

* For 6, subtract one full stroke for each Stableford point above 36 points.handicap category
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0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

1*

Handicap
Category

EGA
Handicap

Buffer Zone

18-hole
Scores

9-hole
Scores

Stableford
points

below the
buffer zone:

add only

Subtract
for each

Stableford-point
above the

buffer zone:

1

2

3

4

5

6

plus – 4.4

4.5 – 11.4

11.5 – 18.4

18.5 – 26.4

26.5 – 36.0

37 – 54

35 – 36

34 – 36

33 – 36

32 – 36

31 – 36

–

–

35 – 36

35 – 36

34 – 36

33 – 36

–

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

–
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Example:
If a player playing off handicap 11.2 returns a Stableford score of 32 points, his
EGA Handicap becomes 11.3. If he then returns a Stableford score of 42 points,
his is immediately reduced by (42-36) x 0.2 = 1.2 and hisEGA Handicap EGA
Handicap becomes 10.1.

3.12.7 When a player's is to be reduced from a higherEGA Handicap handicap category
to a lower , it must be reduced at the rate appropriate to thehandicap category
higher category only so far as to bring his into the lower categoryEGA Handicap
and the balance of the reduction must be at the rate appropriate to the lower
category.

: If a player playing off handicap 19.1 ( 4) returns aExample handicap category
Stableford score of 42 points, his is reduced as follows:EGA Handicap
19.1 - (2 x 0.4) = 19.1 - 0.8 = 18.3, taking him into 3, now thehandicap category
reduction is 0.3 per point giving 18.3 - (4 x 0.3) = 18.3 - 1.2 = 17.1

3.12.8 Increases and reductions of a player's must be made andEGA Handicap
registered by the as soon as practicable.handicapping authority

It is the responsibility of the player to apply the increase or reduction to hisNote:
EGA Handicap qualifying roundwhere required after a for a score not yet
recorded on his handicap record (see Clause 3.5.7).

3.12.9 A player's cannot be reduced by returning an score to aEGA Handicap EDS
handicap category EDSthat is excluded from returning an .(see Appendix P 2.4.8)

3.12.10 A player's cannot be reduced by returning a 9-holeEGA Handicap qualifying
score EDS handicap categoryor by returning a 9-hole score to a that is excluded
from returning a 9-hole score .(see Appendix P 2.2.1)

3.13 SUSPENSION AND LOSS OF HANDICAPS

3.13.1 The ( ) or the of a player maynational association FPG handicapping authority
suspend the player's if, in its opinion, he has deliberately failed toEGA Handicap
comply with his obligations imposed by the EGA Handicap System (see Appendix
P 2.7).

3.13.2 If it is established to the satisfaction of the player's , after duehandicap committee
investigation, that a player has failed to report (away scores, orqualifying scores
EDS EGA Handicap), the of the player may be suspended for such a period as the
handicap committee considers appropriate to obtain the necessary information to
reinstate and adjust the player's handicap, within a maximum of 60 days.

3.13.3 The player must be notified of the period of suspension and of any other conditions
imposed. No player's handicap may be suspended without first affording the
player the opportunity of appearing before the of hishandicap committee
handicapping authority.



3.13.4 Subject to any directions to the contrary issued by the ( ),national association FPG
disciplinary proceedings with respect to an alleged offence committed at a player's
home club home clubmust be initiated and determined by his . In all other cases,
related to handicap, the player's must hear and determinehandicapping authority
the issue.

3.13.5 If a player is a member of more than one , a club which is not hisaffiliated club home
club EGA Handicapmay not suspend his .

3.13.6 If a player is suspended from membership of his , hishome club EGA Handicap
must be suspended automatically until the membership is reinstated.

3.13.7 A player is not eligible to compete in or enter any golf event which requires an EGA
Handicap whilst his handicap is suspended.

3.13.8 The suspension of a player's handicap applies at all of which theaffiliated clubs
player is, or becomes, a member during the period of suspension.

3.13.9 ( ) must direct the appeal procedure to be madeNational associations FPG
available to a player who is dissatisfied with a determination under Clause 3.13.1
– 3.13.8 .(see Appendix P 2.7)
Note: When exercising its powers described in Clause 3.13.1 – 3.13.7, the
handicap committee must ensure compliance with any relevant legal procedures.

3.13.10 Except when a player changes handicapping authorities, a player's EGA
Handicap is immediately lost when the player ceases to be a member of any
affiliated club national association FPGor ( ).

3.14 RESTORATION OF HANDICAPS

3.14.1 A player, whose has been suspended under the provisions ofEGA Handicap
Clause 3.13.1 and 3.13.2, can regain his in such manner as theEGA Handicap
handicap committee handicapping authorityof his decides subject to the
provisions of Clause 3.14.3 .(see Appendix P 2.7.3)

3.14.2 If the of a player is to be reinstated within 12 months of the date onEGA Handicap
which the handicap was suspended or lost in accordance with Clause 3.13.6 or
3.13.10, it must be reinstated at the same handicap the player last held, except
under exceptional circumstances. In all other cases the player will be allotted a new
EGA Handicap after he has complied with the requirements of Section 3.11.
Note: If applicable, a should be carried out before the handicaphandicap review
is reinstated.

3.14.3 When allotting a new handicap to a player, the must give duehandicap committee
consideration to the handicap last held. A 1 handicap must nothandicap category
be allotted without the written approval of the HCRC of the or theFPG area
authority, if so delegated.
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3.15 HANDICAP REVIEW
(see Appendix P 2.9 and online Handicap Review Appendix)

3.15.1 The of a must perform ahandicap committee handicapping authority handicap
review handicapat least once a year, typically at the end of the year. All players in
categories 1 – 5 are to be included.

3.15.2 The is based on a minimum of eight eligiblehandicap review qualifying scores
submitted over a 12-month period (see online Handicap Review Appendix).
Note: The period may be extended to 24 months for those players who have fewer
than eight scores.

3.15.3 It is recommended that the applies any appropriate handicaphandicap committee
adjustments (up or down). However, adjustments are always ultimately at the
discretion of the .handicap committee
Note 1: The or, if so delegated, the , must ratifynational association area authority
all adjustments recommended under the to the ofhandicap review EGA Handicap
players in 1, or to the of a 2handicap category EGA Handicap handicap category
player if such an adjustment were to bring him into 1.handicap category
Note 2: The maximum handicap adjustment for a player is restricted relative to his
handicap category (see online Handicap Review Appendix).

EXPLANATORY NOTE: HANDICAP REVIEW

The main objective of any is to assess whether the scoring performance ofhandicap review
players in 1 to 5 is representative of the players' ability as indicatedhandicap categories
by their current . The is an essential procedure within theEGA Handicap handicap review
EGA Handicap System.

It is designed to check that players have handicaps that reasonably reflect their ability.

In order to assist to make informed decisions, and with the aim ofhandicap committees
promoting consistency and uniformity, a report is available. The reporthandicap review
identifies players whose scoring performance is outside the expected range of their current
handicap. Handicaps of such players should be considered for adjustment. Other
evidence regarding a player's ability may also be considered.

If all parties, particularly the and the players, fulfil theirhandicapping authority
responsibilities, the vast majority of players require no adjustment under the handicap
review.
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3.16 GENERAL PLAY

3.16.1 The may, at its discretion, adjust the ofhandicap committee EGA Handicaps
players outside the process on an individual basis; whenhandicap review
exercising this discretion the is strictly limited in its actions byhandicap committee
3.16.2 – 3.16.7.

3.16.2 When a player's has significant evidence that a player'shandicap committee
current does not reflect his playing ability, then theEGA Handicap handicap
committee EGA Handicapshould adjust the as it considers appropriate, but by no
less than one whole stroke.

3.16.3 If the considers that the of ahandicap committee EGA Handicap handicap
category EGA Handicap handicap1 player is to be reduced or that the of a
category handicap category handicap2 player is to be reduced into 1, the
committee FPG area authoritymust refer the matter to the HCRC of the , or , if so
delegated.

3.16.4 When deciding whether to implement or recommend an adjustment of EGA
Handicap handicap handicapping authority, the committee of the player's must
consider all available information regarding the player's golfing ability. In
particular:
� the frequency of rounds played;
� the frequency of rounds played in proportion to the number of qualifying scores

returned;
� the number of recently returned, not only scores to and belowqualifying scores

his but also scores in the or worse;EGA Handicap, buffer zone
� the player's achievements in match play, four-ball (match play/stroke play)

competitions and other non- .qualifying rounds
The should be particularly vigilant both of playersNote 1: handicap committee

whose general standard of play is known to be improving, and of players who
have medical or other reasons, which may adversely affect their scoring ability.
Note 2: The may use the report to helphandicap committee handicap review
identify players whose may need a adjustment andEGA Handicap general play
for the purpose of determining an appropriate (adjusted) .EGA Handicap

3.16.5 The must advise the player of any change to hishandicap committee EGA
Handicap under this Clause and the change becomes effective when the player
becomes aware of the adjustment.
Note: If the player is dissatisfied with the committee's decision, he must be afforded
the opportunity to appear before the committee. At that meeting, the player must
also be informed of his rights and obligations imposed by the EGA Handicap
System. When exercising the powers described in Clauses 3.16.1–3.16.4, the
handicap committee must recognise and apply relevant legal procedures.

3.16.6 ( ) must direct the appeal procedure to be madeNational associations FPG
available to a player, who is dissatisfied with a determination under Clauses
3.16.1–3.16.5 .(see Appendix P 2.8.3)
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3.16.7 The or the body organising a competition at a club which ishandicap committee
not the player's may reduce his handicap, if it has validhandicapping authority
reasons to conclude that his is too high. Any reduction made underEGA Handicap
this clause applies only to the competition for which it is made. The player's home
club must be notified and provided with full details .(see Appendix P 2.8.4)

GUIDANCE NOTE: GENERAL PLAY ADJUSTMENTS

The should adjust the player's handicap between ifhandicap committee handicap reviews
there is compelling evidence that his handicap does not reflect his current playing ability.

It is important to note that one very good or very bad isolated score is not a valid argument
to reduce or increase the handicap more than the system prescribes. A general play
adjustment is a reduction or increase based on the general performance of the player. If
there is a pattern indicating a mismatch of the handicap and actual scores, the committee
would be justified to make the adjustment.

General play adjustments are reactions to situations that can occur during the year and
should be made under the same basic criteria used in the .handicap review



APPENDIX A HANDICAP RECORD SHEET

Legend:
STP = Stroke Play competition -09 = played over 9 holes NR = No Return
SFD = Stableford competition -18 = played over 18 holes DQ = Disqualification
PAR = PAR competition
EDS = Extra Day Score

Recommendation:
Where practicable, it is recommended that individual players can access their own handicap
record sheet.
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Player: Mrs. P.A.R. Greenside Code: National Association code

Home Club: Up Hill Golf Club M/F Date of Birth 18.01.72

Date of event

Date of

score

entry

Round Venue Event Score

Adjusted

Qualifying

score

CBA

(Shifted)

Buffer

Zone

Revised EGA

HCP

01.01.17 HR 18.1

15.09.16 15.09.16 1 H.G.C STP-18 93 33 +1 (34 - 37) 18.1

14.08.16 14.08.16 1 H.G.C STP-18 90 36 0 33 – 36 18.0

13.08.16 13.08.16 1 H.G.C SFD-18 32 32 0 33 – 36 18.0

01.07.16 01.07.16 1 Home Club PAR-18 +1 37 0 33 – 36 17.9

18.06.16 18.06.16 1 H.G.C SFD-09 17 35 -- 35 – 36 18.2

03.06.16 04.06.16 1 Home Club EDS-18 31 31 0 33 – 36 18.2

23.05.16 26.05.16 1 H.G.C SFD-18 29 29 -2RO (31 – 34) 18.1

11.05.16 11.05.16 2 Home Club STP-18 92 35 -2 (30 – 34) 18.1

10.05.16 10.05.16 1 Home Club STP-18 NR/DQ 33 +1 (34 – 37) 18.5

27.04.16 27.04.16 1 Home Club STP-18 98 31 -1 (32 – 35) 18.4

15.04.16 18.04.16 1 H.G.C SFD-09 15 33 -- 35 – 36 18.3

21.03.16 21.03.16 1 Home Club SFD-18 34 34 0 33 – 36 18.2

01.01.16 HR 18.2
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APPENDIX B PLAYING HANDICAP TABLE

Additional are available for ory 6, and for 9-holePlaying Handicap Tables handicap categ
rounds.

35,8 - 36,0 ------- 45
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APPENDIX C HANDICAP ALLOWANCE IN COMPETITIONS

1. Players Competing from Different Tees; or Men and Women Competing from the Same
Tees

The reflects the playing difficulty of the golf course for a .Course Rating scratch golfer
The and the , together one of the foundations of theCourse Rating Slope Rating EGA
Handicap System, reflect the playing difficulty of the golf course for players with a
handicap other than scratch. The course with the higher is more difficult.Course Rating
When players compete in the same competition, but play from different tees (men vs.
women, but also men vs. men or women vs. women) or when men and women play from
the same tees, the player playing from the set of tees with the higher Course Rating
should receive additional equal to the difference between thehandicap strokes Course
Ratings EGA Playing Handicap. However, the formula of the (see Clause 3.9.3)
compensates for that difference and automatically adjusts the playing handicaps
accordingly.

Different tees may also have a different Par, but Par is not a standard of the difficulty of a
golf course. Par is only included in the formula of the because theplaying handicap
EGA Handicap System is also based on Stableford scores for reasons of stroke control
(see EN: Relevance of Par). This means that, in stroke play and match play handicap
competitions, when players compete in the same competition but play from different
tees, each with a different Par, the players playing from the set of tees with the higher Par
receive additional strokes equal to the Par difference. First, the shouldplaying handicap
be determined and then the additional strokes are added to the of theplaying handicap
player(s) playing from the tees with the higher Par.

Example 1:
If, in a stroke play or match play competition, men playing from the men's tees where the
Par is 71 compete against women playing from the women's tees where the Par is 72,
the women must add one stroke to their .playing handicap
Note: For handicapping calculations the additional stroke(s) must be disregarded.

Example 2:
Mrs. A and Mr. B are partners in a mixed foursome competition (stroke play or match
play only). The men play from the men's tees where the Par is 71 and the women play
from the women's tees where the Par is 72. Mrs. A has a of 21 andplaying handicap
Mr. B of 7. Mrs. A must add one stroke to her , so she will play off 22.playing handicap
The of the team is:playing handicap
50% x (22 + 7) = 29 / 2 = 14.5 -> rounded to 15

If less than full are recommended in such competitions (e.g. Four-ballplaying handicaps
stroke play), the percentage reduction in must also affect theplaying handicaps
adjustment for the difference between the Pars. The following procedure is
recommended:
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1. Determine the .playing handicaps
2. Apply the adjustment for the difference in Pars.
3. Apply the for the appropriate form of play (e.g. 90%).handicap allowance

Example 3:
In a Four-ball stroke play competition, the men play from the men's tees where the Par is
71 and the women play from the women's tees where the Par is 72. Mrs. A has a
playing handicap handicap allowanceof 16. The for this competition is 90% of her
adjusted : 90% x {16 + (72 - 71)} = 90% x 17 = 15.3 -> rounded toplaying handicap
15.

Example 4:
Mrs. A and Mr. B are partners in a mixed greensomes competition (stroke play or match
play). The men play from the men's tees where the Par is 71 and the women play from
the women's tees where the Par is 72. Mr. B has a of 8 and Mrs. A ofplaying handicap
21.
The recommended is 60% of the lower handicap + 40% of thehandicap allowance
higher handicap:
Mr. B receives 60% of 8 = 4.8 strokes.
Mrs. A receives 40% of her adjusted : 40% x (21 + 1) = 8.8 strokes.playing handicap
The team receives 4.8 + 8.8 = 13.6 -> rounded to 14.

2. HANDICAP ALLOWANCES

The recommends that the following apply in the followingEGA handicap allowances
forms of play. A ( ) may at its discretion make thenational association FPG
recommendations mandatory.
Note: In Portugal the recommended are in place, as follows.EGA handicap allowances
The reference to handicaps in all cases refers to .playing handicaps

2.1. Match Play
Handicap strokes handicap stroke indexare to be taken according to the (see Clause
3.9.7).

Singles:
The player with the higher handicap receives the full difference between the playing
handicaps of the two players.

Foursomes:
The side with the higher sum of the of the partners receives 50% ofplaying handicaps
the full difference between the aggregate handicap of each side (0.5 is rounded
upwards).
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Example:
Players A ( 11) and B ( 18) play a foursomes matchplaying handicap playing handicap
against Players C ( 6) and D ( 12)playing handicap playing handicap
A and B receive: 50% x [(11 + 18) - (6 + 12)] = 50% x (29 - 18) =

50% x 11 = 5.5 -> rounded upwards = 6 strokes
Note: In mixed foursomes match play, are taken as assigned on thehandicap strokes
handicap stroke index for men.

Four-ball (Better-ball):
The player with the lowest , who must play off scratch, must concedeplaying handicap
handicap strokes to the three other players based on 90% of the difference between the
playing handicaps.

In mixed four-ball match play, are taken as assigned on eachNote: handicap strokes
player's respective .handicap stroke indices

Greensomes:
The partner with the lower receives 60% of his andplaying handicap playing handicap
the partner with the higher receives 40% of his .playing handicap playing handicap
Both figures are added before rounding. The final figure (= the of theplaying handicap
side) is rounded (0.5 upwards). The side with the higher receives theplaying handicap
full difference between the handicaps of the two sides. If, in the above formats, players
play from different tees with a different Par, see Section 1 in this Appendix.

2.2. Bogey, Par and Stableford Competitions
Handicap strokes handicap stroke indexare to be taken according to the (see Clause
3.9.7).

Singles:
The player receives 100% of his .playing handicap

Foursomes:
The side receives 50% of the sum of the of the partners (0.5 roundedplaying handicaps
upwards).

Four-ball (Better-ball):
Each partner receives 90% of his .playing handicap

Greensomes:
The partner with the lower receives 60% of his andplaying handicap playing handicap
the partner with the higher receives 40% of his .playing handicap playing handicap
Both figures are added before rounding. This final figure (= the of theplaying handicap
side) is rounded (0.5 upwards). are to be taken according to theHandicap strokes
handicap stroke index.

Players with a “plus” handicap give one or more strokes to the course, commencing at
stroke index 18.
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Note 1: In a mixed foursome or greensome are taken as assigned onhandicap strokes
the for men.handicap stroke index
Note 2: In a mixed four-ball are taken as assigned on the player'shandicap strokes
respective .handicap stroke indices

In the above formats, when players compete in the same competition but play from
different tees with a different Par, no extra adjustment for the difference in Pars will be
applied to their since the formula of the (seeplaying handicaps playing handicap
Clause 3.9.3) compensates for that difference.

2.3. Stroke Play

Singles:
The player receives 100% of his .playing handicap

Foursomes:
The side receives 50% of the sum of the of the partners (0.5 roundedplaying handicaps
upwards).

Four-ball (Better-ball):
Each partner receives 90% of his .playing handicap
Handicap strokes handicap stroke indexare to be taken according to the .
In mixed four-ball stroke play, are taken as assigned on each player'shandicap strokes
respective .handicap stroke indices

Greensomes:
The partner with the lower receives 60% of his andplaying handicap playing handicap
the partner with the higher receives 40% of his .playing handicap playing handicap
Both figures are added before rounding. The final figure (= the of theplaying handicap
side) is rounded (0.5 upwards).
In the above formats, when players compete in the same competition, but play from
different tees with a different Par, see Section 1 of this Appendix.

Notes:
Note 1: in a handicap competition must be laid down by theHandicap allowances
Committee in the conditions under which the competition is to be played (Rules of Golf,
Rule 33-1).
Note 2: The committee in charge of a competition to be played over an extended
period may provide, in the conditions of the tournament, that a player's EGA Handicap
may be changed during a competition.
Note 3: In handicap competitions over 36 holes, should be given orhandicap strokes
taken on a basis of two 18-hole rounds.
Note 4: Hole-by-hole play-off. When extra holes are played in handicap competitions,
handicap strokes handicap stroke indexshould be taken in accordance with the .
Note 5: Players with a “plus” handicap give one or more strokes to the course,
commencing at stroke index 18.
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APPENDIX D HANDICAP STROKE INDEX ALLOCATION

Rule of Golf 33-4 of the Rules of Golf requires Committees to “publish a table indicating the
order of holes at which are to be given or received”.handicap strokes

To provide consistency at , it is recommended that the allocation is made withaffiliated clubs
the following considerations:
� It is an established fact that the stroke index allocation has virtually no influence on the

Stableford result and therefore on handicap adjustments.
� It is of paramount importance for match play that the strokes to be received at all

handicap differences are evenly spread over the 18 holes.
� This is best achieved by allocating the odd numbered strokes to the more difficult of the

two nine holes, usually the longest nine, and the even numbers to the other nine.
� The degree of difficulty of a hole related to Par is a factor for the sequence of allocation.
� The degree of difficulty can be derived from the or by comparing thebogey rating

average score of a group of club members to Par.
� Try to achieve one stroke index table for all tees, men and women.
� The player who is to receive strokes will generally need his equalizer starting on the most

difficult Par 5 and subsequently on the most difficult Par 4 followed by the other Par 5s.
Next in order are the Par 4s and finally the Par 3s.
A very difficult Par 3 may take priority over a Par 4. Difficult holes are generally a Par 5
not reachable in 3 or a Par 4 not reachable in 2 for the average player.

Allocating the stroke index numbers to the holes could be done in the following way:
� Split the 18 holes in 6 groups of 3; 1, 2, 3 then 4, 5, 6, etc.
� Stroke index 1 to 4 not on holes 1, 2, 3 or 16, 17, 18.
� The aggregate of the 6 groups of holes should be between 27 and 30.
� If index 1 is allocated to the first of the two nine holes, index 2 should be placed in the

second.
� All odd indices on the first nine and all even on the second nine, or the other way round,

is preferred, also in view of nine-hole rounds.
� Avoid index 1 to 6 on adjacent holes.

Example:
Assign index 1 to the most difficult of 7, 8, and 9. For 9 holes 4, 5, 6.
Assign index 2 to the most difficult of 13, 14, and 15.
Assign index 3 to the most difficult of 4, 5, and 6. For 9 holes 7, 8, 9.
Assign index 4 to the most difficult of 10, 11, and 12.
Assign index 5 to the most difficult of 1, 2, and 3.
Assign index 6 to the most difficult of 16, 17, and 18.
Allocate indices 7 to 12 to the six groups evenly, 7 does not have to fit in group 7, 8, 9.
Allocate indices 13 to 18 in the same way.
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Result:
Holes 1, 2, 3 Index 5, 7, 15 Sum 27
Holes 4, 5, 6 Index 3, 11, 13 Sum 27
Holes 7, 8, 9 Index 1, 9, 17 Sum 27
Holes 10, 11, 12 Index 4, 12, 14 Sum 30
Holes 13, 14, 15 Index 2, 10, 18 Sum 30
Holes 16, 17, 18 Index 6, 8, 16 Sum 30
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APPENDIX P DECISIONS ADOPTED BY THE PORTUGUESE GOLF FEDERATION

The foresees that each National Association can decide, within itsEGA Handicap System
territory, on certain aspects of the handicap system. The Appendix P (Portugal) compiles the
decisions taken by the Portuguese Golf Federation, in Portugal.

Therefore, the general reading of the must always be complementedEGA Handicap System
by the reading of the specific decisions made by Portugal. References to this Appendix are
included throughout the text.

The made the following decisions in relation to thePortuguese Golf Federation EGA
Handicap System:

1. AUTHORISED USERS OF THE EGA HANDICAP SYSTEM
1.1 System Administration
1.1.1 In Portugal, the has full jurisdiction over the administration of theFPG EGA Handicap

System.
1.1.2 The Handicap and Course Rating Committee (HCRC) is the CommitteeFPG´s

responsible for administration of the handicap system and the rating of golf courses in
Portugal, by delegation of the Executive Board of the , within the parameters set inFPG
the bylaws of the HCRC.

1.1.3 In Portugal, there are no with delegated powers on matters related toarea authorities
the or the rating of golf courses.EGA Handicap System,

1.1.4 The may decide to delegate or assume the responsibility ofFPG handicap
authority as it may determine.

1.2 Use of the EGA Handicap System
1.2.1 The can only be applied to players affiliated to the ,EGA Handicap System FPG

through an affiliated club.
1.2.2 By delegation of the HCRC of the of the player is hisFPG, the handicap authority

home club.
1.2.3 The player's is the of which the player is a member andhome club affiliated club

through which the player is registered in the . The player's isFPG home club
responsible for the administration of the player's handicap.

1.2.4 For players that are members of an in Portugal and are alsoaffiliated club
affiliated through another international , the in Portugal isassociation home club
the player's in Portugal.handicap authority

1.2.5 The does not directly administrate the handicaps of the players, except in certainFPG
cases where the has had its suspended due toaffiliated club handicap authority
serious breach of the rules or for serious or very seriousEGA Handicap System
disciplinary offences, and in these cases, for a period not exceeding 90 days. In such
situation the players can, if they so wish, request in writing to the HCRC of the toFPG
temporarily manage their handicap.

1.2.6 Organisations and associations, which are institutional members of the may beFPG,
authorised to use parts of the system, as set out by the under specific agreementsFPG
(protocol).



1.3 Handicapping Software
1.3.1 The registration of all must be done using the provided byqualifying scores software

the , as set by official communication and according to the specified technicalFPG
instructions.

1.3.2 The FPG's Central Handicap System is used for the management of the players'
handicaps by all The is responsible forhandicap authorities. handicap authority
ensuring that all of their players are properly registered.qualifying scores

1.3.3 Besides the digital records, it is the responsibility of the following entities to keep the
score cards for a period of two years:
a. Affiliated clubs: EDSthe score cards of their competitions and of the players

affiliated through that club;
b. Institutional members: the score cards of their valid forqualifying competitions

handicap.

2 HANDICAP ADMINISTRATION
2.1 Rights and obligations regarding alteration of handicaps
2.1.1 The following obligations are in force regarding alteration of handicaps:

a. The of each player must ensure that all arehandicap authority qualifying scores
recorded in the player's handicap record as soon as possible, so that all
handicap adjustments, both increases and decreases are put into effect.

b. Notwithstanding the foreseen in 2.1.1.a, the player is responsible for
informing the technical committee of the competition of any changes to his
EGA whenever necessary, after a that has notHandicap qualifying score,

yet been recorded on his handicap record.

2.2 9 Hole Rounds
2.2.1 9 hole rounds are accepted as for 2 – 5qualifying scores handicap categories .

a. A player can only return one 9 hole per day, for handicappingqualifying score
purposes. This restriction is lifted for players with “pending” or “inactive” EGA
Handicap.

2.3 CBA
2.3.1 The implementation of the calculation of the algorithm is made through a specificCBA

Appendix, .available online from the – www.fpg.ptFPG

2.4 EDS
2.4.1 Players of 2 – 6 can return for handicapping purposes.handicap categories EDS
2.4.2 Players are allowed to return four per calendar month.EDS

a. This limit does not apply to players with 6 who have nohandicap category ,

restrictions on the number of EDS.
2.4.3 The can be played on any national , through electronic pre-EDS rated golf course

registration. International are subject to prior approval by the HCRC of the .EDS FPG
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2.4.4 1 players with “pending” or “inactive” , canHandicap category EGA Handicap,

return the number of needed to make up for the shortfall required to revalidate theEDS

EGA Handicap, EDSwith a maximum of four for calendar year, subject to prior

approval by the HCRC of the FPG.
2.4.5 For an to be valid for handicapping, before starting the round, the player mustEDS

pre-register the through a specific electronic form, filling out the followingEDS,

information:
a. Player's Federation nr. (name, , );home club EGA Handicap
b. Course (Course Rating and Slope Rating, );playing handicap
c. Tees;
d. Holes (18 holes, "front 9", "last 9");
e.   Marker's Federation nr. (name, , ).home club EGA Handicap

2.4.6 The player is responsible for returning the score card to his signedhandicap authority,

by himself and the marker.
2.4.7 If after a pre-registration of the player does not return the score card, it will not beEDS

considered as a for handicapping purposes, and hisqualifying score handicap

authority should investigate the reasons that led the score card not to be returned.
2.4.8 A player's cannot be reduced to 1 through anEGA Handicap handicap category

EDS; EGA Handicaptherefore the reduction will be limited to an of 4.5.

2.5 Obtaining a Handicap
2.5.1 A player can obtain an by submitting one Stableford score, accordingEGA handicap

to the following conditions:
a. One score for an in 6;EGA Handicap handicap category
b. For an in 1 – 5, the handicap will have aEGA Handicap handicap categories

“pending” status, until the outstanding scores are submitted, in accordance to

clause 2.6.2 of Appendix P.
c. For the allocation or reinstatement of a valid ofEGA Handicap handicap

category FPG,1 in addition to the written authorization of the prior approval of,

the four scores by the HCRC of the is also requiredFPG .

2.5.2 The following conditions apply to the scores for allocation:EGA Handicap
a. The rounds can be played on any national , underrated golf course handicap

conditions FPG;. International scores require prior approval by the HCRC of the
b. The score cards must contain the following information:

i. Date;
ii. Course played;
iii. Tees played;
iv. and ;Course Slope Rating
v. Player’s name;
vi. Legible name and handicap of the marker;
vii. Signature of both the player and the marker.



c. The scores can be played over 18 or 9 holes, however, the nine hole scores can
only be used to obtain a handicap of 2 – 6.handicap categories

d. The scores may be played as:
i. ;EDS
ii. Rounds from : scores played, on aqualifying competitions qualifying

competition, for handicap allotment, before having a handicap, are not
eligible for “net” prizes or rankings. Additional eligibility restrictions
may apply under the Conditions of the Competition.

2.5.3 An initial may not be allocated, by the withoutEGA Handicap Handicap Committee,
a prior examination on the basic Rules of Golf and etiquette. The or thehome club
teaching Professional accredited by the to whom the may delegateFPG, home club
that duty, has that responsibility.

2.5.4 The maximum is 54.0 for men and women.EGA handicap
a. The does not automatically increase above 36.0, when playersEGA Handicap

return below . Therefore, the ,qualifying scores buffer zone handicap committee
when performing the , must decide if that 36.0handicap review EGA Handicap
is to remain in 5 or adjusted to enter 6.handicap category handicap category

2.6 Types of Handicap
2.6.1 In Portugal, handicaps are identified according to the following types:

a. EGA Handicap:
i. EGA Handicap
ii. “Pending” EGA Handicap
iii. “Inactive” EGA Handicap

b. Suspended handicap
c. No handicap

2.6.2 Regarding 1 – 5, the are identified accordinghandicap categories EGA Handicaps
to the number of returned per year. The objective is to promotequalifying scores
equity by identifying the handicaps that have been updated with recent scores and to
encourage players to return more qualifying scores.

a. The identification according to the frequency of scores returned corresponds to
the following designations that follow a phased process:

i. Valid : an maintained with fourEGA Handicap EGA Handicap
qualifying scores on the current or previous calendar year.

ii. “Pending” : an with only three or lessEGA Handicap EGA Handicap
qualifying scores in the previous calendar year.

iii. “Inactive” : if a handicap remains “pending" for aEGA Handicap
period exceeding 12 months, i.e. until December of the following year,
this handicap has an “inactive” status, since it is pending for qualifying
scores handicap authorityand revalidation by the player's .

b. EGA Handicaps can be re-activated as follows:
i. “Pending” : a “pending” can be re-EGA Handicap EGA Handicap

activated by submitting the number of needed to makequalifying scores
up for the shortfall, played in orqualifying competitions EDS.
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ii. “Inactive” : an “inactive” can be re-EGA Handicap EGA Handicap
activated by submitting a minimum of four . Inqualifying scores
addition, when revalidating the handicap, the handicap committee
must take into account the player's last handicap and his general play
ability.

2.6.3 The following eligibility restrictions and conditions apply:
a. Handicap Categories EGA1 – 5: players with “pending” or “inactive”

Handicap can enter competitions, provided they are not eligible to win “net”
prizes or to be included in “net” rankings. This restriction does not apply to
“gross” competitions and prizes.

b. 6: the eligibility conditions for competition entry and netHandicap Category
prizes regarding 6 are expressly set out in the affiliatedhandicap category
clubs internal regulations and/or Conditions of the Competition.

c. and institutional members can impose additional eligibilityAffiliated clubs
conditions for competition entry and net prizes based on an .EGA Handicap
These conditions may apply to all competitions, or to a single competition.

2.7 Suspension of Handicap
2.7.1 A player's handicap can be suspended under the following situations:

a. For technical reasons:
i. If the player is an inactive member at his due to not having ahome club,

handicap authority responsible for the handicap. This includes players
who have ceased to be members of their and have appliedhome club
for a transfer to a new , until the transfer has been approvedhome club
by the FPG.

ii. If the player is an inactive federated member due to lack of payment of
the 's membership fee (invalid).FPG

iii. Where, under the regulations in place, the of thehandicap authority
player's is suspended by thehome club FPG.

iv. In situations of technical nature, the handicap can be preventively
suspended by the HCRC of the or by the player'sFPG handicap
authority, where there is compelling evidence to question the content of
the player's handicap record.

v. In the cases foreseen under clause 3.13.2, and specifically for reasons
related to not returning all the pre-registered score cards.EDS

b. For disciplinary reasons, either serious or very serious, which result in the
suspension of competitive activities, the handicap will be automatically
suspended by the or by thehandicap authority FPG.

2.7.2 The suspension for technical reasons foreseen in clause 2.7.1.a. of Appendix P,
paragraphs i-iii, aims to solve the situation that led to it, and it is lifted immediately
following compliance, therefore it is not subject to appeal.

2.7.3 The suspension for technical reasons foreseen in paragraph iv. clause 2.7.1.a. of
Appendix P occurs when there is compelling evidence that the player's handicap
record contains incorrect or incomplete data, and therefore it is necessary to
preventively ascertain the facts.



a. It can be proposed by the HCRC of the or by the of theFPG handicap authority
player;

b. Compliance with legal administrative procedures in place must be ensured (see
clause 2.8.2 of Appendix P).

c. The of the player can be suspended during the period that theEGA Handicap
FPG handicap authorityor the considers necessary to obtain the information
needed to restore and adjust the player's handicap, but within a maximum of
60 days.

d. The technical suspensions decided by the player's can behandicap authority
appealed to the HCRC of the FPG.

i. The appeal must be lodged with the HCRC of the , in writing, withinFPG
15 days after the player has been notified.

ii. The appeal has an effect that is merely evaluative.
iii. The HCRC of the has 8 working days to begin the investigation andFPG

15 working days to decide on the appeal.
iv. The decision of the HCRC of the is final and it is not subject toFPG

appeal.
e. The suspension of the due to technical reasons ends with theEGA Handicap

confirmation or amendment of the player's EGA Handicap.

2.7.4 The disciplinary suspension foreseen in clause 2.7.1.b. of Appendix P (and clause
3.13.4) is a disciplinary sanction or a preventive disciplinary suspension due to
serious and very serious disciplinary offenses in the scope of the or the Club, asFPG
set out in the Disciplinary Regulations of the , and therefore subject to theFPG
procedures foreseen in the respective disciplinary regulations.
a. The disciplinary decision, by the player's , to suspend thehandicap authority

handicap can be appealed to the Disciplinary Board of the The appealFPG.
must be lodged within 15 days after the player has been notified. The appeal
has an effect that is merely evaluative.

b. The disciplinary decision, by the Disciplinary Board of the , to suspend theFPG
handicap can be appealed to the Justice Board of the in accordance withFPG,
the Disciplinary regulations of the FPG.

2.8 Powers of the Committee in relation to General Play
2.8.1 The assignment, restoration, and alteration of a player's handicap under clauses

3.11, 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 are the responsibility of the player's ,handicap authority

by delegation of the HCRC of the except in the situations where the HCRC of theFPG,

FPG handicap authoritybecomes the of the player (clause 1.2.5 of Appendix P).
2.8.2 In exercising the powers granted by those clauses, the must ensurehandicap authority

compliance with the legal administrative procedures in place for that purpose,

namely:
a. Comply with the requirements stated on the 's bylaws;handicap committee
b. Conduct the 's meetings with quorum;handicap committee
c. Give the player the opportunity to be heard in matters that concern him;
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d. Make the decision and register it in writing, identifying objectively the facts on
which the decision is based, as well as the regulations that support it;

e. Notify the player of the decision, informing him of the duties and obligations of
the player as well as of the rights under the regulations in place, namely the right
of appeal;

f. Publish the decision in a suitable place in the club.
2.8.3 Decisions taken by the player's under clauses 3.11, 3.14, 3.15handicap authority

and 3.16 can be subject to appeal by the player, to the HCRC of the FPG.
i. The appeal must be lodged with the HCRC of the , in writing, withinFPG

15 days after the player has been notified.
ii. The appeal has an effect that is merely evaluative.
iii. The HCRC of the has 8 working days to begin the investigation andFPG

15 working days to decide the appeal.
iv. The decision of the HCRC of the is final and it is not subject toFPG

appeal.
2.8.4 The preventive measure taken to reduce the handicap for a specific Competition is not

subject to appeal (3.16.7).
2.8.5 All notifications relating to clauses 3.11, 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16, appeals and

decisions by the must be made in writing, ensuring that the player has beenFPG

notified of the alteration on his EGA Handicap.

2.9 Handicap Review
2.9.1 The implementation calculations is made through a specificHandicap Review

Appendix, .available online from the – www.fpg.ptFPG

3. HANDICAP AUTHORITY

3.1 Receiving and maintaining handicap authority
3.1.1 The ultimate in Portugal is the Portuguese Golf Federation ( )handicap authority FPG

which, through its Handicap and Course Rating Committee (HCRC), delegates the
handicap authority affiliated clubsto the who have requested it, and concurrently,

meet the minimum requirements.
3.1.2 The minimum requirements for an to be a are:affiliated club handicap authority

a. Comply with the regulations and the directives of the and accuratelyFPG
implement the EGA Handicap System;

b. Comply with the properly supported requests of information and or correction,
from the HCRC of the FPG;

c. Have an autonomous , with a minimum of three members,handicap committee
affiliated in the 2/3 of whom must be members of the Club, one of which isFPG,
the President of the ;handicap committee

d. Implement internal bylaws for the ;handicap committee
e. Have a postal and e-mail address for contact with the of thehandicap committee

Club. Any changes must be immediately notified to the HCRC of the ;FPG



f. Receive specific training, and undergo a final examination, on handicap
management and handicap management software, under the conditions
determined by the HCRC of the FPG;

g. Have a computer with the capability to connect to broadband Internet, in order
to use the handicap management softwareFPG's ;

h. Use the handicap management software supplied by the in a diligent andFPG
responsible fashion;

i. Safeguard the confidentiality of the handicap records, in line with the Club's
internal bylaws;

j. Register the players' data in the software supplied by the FPG, according to the
provisions of the Sports Rules of the FPG;

k. Safeguard backups of the database, on a regular basis;
l. Send all to the central server as soon as possible,qualifying scores FPG's

preferably until the end of the day, and within a maximum of three days;
m. Promptly perform handicap allotment, review and validation procedures and

decisions;
n. Establish the internal procedures, for the players who are affiliated through that

club, to return their score cardsEDS ;
o. Promote the training of their members about the , byEGA Handicap System

supplying information and clarification;
p. Organise a minimum of six , per calendar year, for bothqualifying competitions

men and women, duly publicised and with a minimum of eight players
registered to enter. Clubs need to provide their players opportunities to return
qualifying scores qualifying competitionsand to play among themselves, on
and ;EDS

q. Take in consideration that all affiliated players may enter competitions,
observing the restrictions imposed by the rules of the competition.

r. Have fulfilled all financial obligations with the FPG.

3.1.3 For new requests of assignment, or reinstatement of thehandicap authority, handicap
authority will be conditionally authorised for an initial period of 180 days
a. The is confirmed when, concurrently:handicap authority

i. the has federated a minimum of 12 players in theaffiliated club FPG;
ii. the shows sufficient technical knowledge onhandicap committee

administrating the EGA Handicap System.

b. At the end of this period the HCRC of the will reassess theFPG affiliated club
handicap authority status and can either establish it as definitive or invite the
handicap committee to receive further specific training on management of
handicaps.

3.1.4 The minimum requirements for specific training on handicap management apply to:
a. New requests or reinstatement of handicap authority;
b. Whenever the changes considering that a new committeehandicap committee ,

takes office every time the Committee's President is changed;
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c. Occasional refresher training, due to regulatory changes, under conditions to
be determined by the HCRC of the FPG.

3.1.5 The HCRC of the has the right at all times to audit and assess the ability of aFPG
particular in order to determine its competence to managehandicap committee the
EGA Handicap System.

3.2 Suspension and cancellation of handicap authority

3.2.1 An who fails to comply with any of the provisions of clauses 3.1.1 toaffiliated club,
3.1.4 of Appendix P, can have its suspended or cancelledhandicap authority .

a. The HCRC of the will conduct the technical process of suspension orFPG
cancellation of of an after all attempts tohandicap authority affiliated club,
persuade the of that club to correct invalid procedureshandicap committee
have been ignored.

b. The decision to suspend or cancel, for technical reasons, the handicap authority
of an is subject to appeal by the club, to the Executive Board of theaffiliated club
FPG.

i. The appeal must be lodged within 15 days after the club has been
notified.

ii. The disciplinary measure imposed by the HCRC of the will applyFPG
until the Executive Board has come to a decision on the appeal.

iii. The decision by the Executive Board of the is final and it is notFPG
subject to appeal.

3.2.2 On the suspension of an due to disciplinary reasons, the provisions ofaffiliated club
the Disciplinary regulations of the applyFPG .

3.2.3 The information to players regarding the suspension or cancellation of handicap
authority affiliated clubof an is done through Circular letter.

4. GOLF COURSES

4.1 Tees
4.1.1 Generally, the rated tees correspond, in Portugal, to the following markers: White

(Men's Back Tees), Yellow (Men's Forward Tees), Blue (Ladies' Back Tees), Red
(Ladies' Forward Tees). Nine hole ratings are also calculated for Yellow Tees for Men
and Red Tees for Ladies. Other additional tees can be rated, duly identified on the
Handicap Tables.

4.1.2 Distances are in meters.

4.2 Period of preferred lies
4.2.1 Regarding the , In Portugal, whenever necessary, theperiod for preferred lies

Committee may adopt a Local Rule (Rules of Golf - Appendix I, Part B - 4b) permitting
preferred lies, taking into consideration that:



a. The concept is to promote fair play, and therefore a Local Rule for preferred lies
should be in operation only when the conditions are so adverse on those holes
that provides a fairer game.preferred lies

b. The Local Rule may apply to one or more holes, but it should apply only to
specific holes, or all, if necessary.

c. Indiscriminate use of should be avoided.preferred lies
4.2.2 Under the foregoing conditions, when an or a course adopts a Localaffiliated club

Rule for the scores are considered returned underpreferred lies, qualifying rounds
handicap conditions.
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